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1 Introduction

In the United States, households obtain health insurance through payers in distinct market seg-

ments. In 2017, for example, 56% of the population obtained coverage through an employer, 43%

used a government plan, and 16% purchased a plan individually. Roughly 9% lacked coverage.1

Varying degrees of insurance segmentation also exist in other developed countries, including Ger-

many, where wealthy households and workers in specific occupations obtain private coverage instead

of statutory social insurance, and Australia and Canada, where 46% and 67% of households, re-

spectively, elect additional private coverage to supplement public schemes (Tikkanen et al., 2020).

We explore how a segmented insurance system a�ects the degree of adverse selection, the level

of insurance premiums, and ultimately consumer surplus. Focusing on the U.S., we consider the

potential e�ects of combining the small group market, where households obtain coverage through

small employers, with the individual market, where households purchase insurance directly from

marketplaces or brokers. These two markets o�er an ideal laboratory to study the economics of

segmentation. Following the implementation of the A�ordable Care Act (ACA) in 2014, insurers

must standardize plan designs in the two markets in similar ways. Moreover, recent policy changes

have moved the markets closer to pooling. Massachusetts, Vermont, and the District of Columbia

already require common premiums in the two segments (Hall and McCue, 2018).2 Further, after a

federal regulatory change in 2020, employers have the option to shift their employees’ insurance cov-

erage to the individual market. Using new individual-coverage health reimbursement arrangements

(ICHRAs), employers fund tax-exempt accounts through which employees purchase individual cov-

erage. If adopted widely, ICHRAs could transform the U.S. insurance system, eliminating the

employer’s role in plan choice.

In pooling the markets, two economic mechanisms operate that may generate opposing welfare

e�ects. First, pooling can alter the extent of adverse selection. The change in selection depends on

how the distribution of household characteristics—including family size, income, underlying health

1These shares sum to over 100%, as households often receive coverage from two or three sources simultaneously or
sequentially in a year (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018).

2In 2022, Vermont separated its markets to take advantage of subsidies for the individual market available under the
American Rescue Plan Act (Hall and McCue, 2021).
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needs, risk aversion, and the propensity for moral hazard—di�er between the two populations being

pooled. Second, under small group coverage, employers and brokers act as agents for eligible em-

ployees, typically choosing one or two plans to o�er to households (Agency for Healthcare Research

and Quality, 2016). The plan choice may act as a recruiting tool for the employer or may be skewed

by a broker’s incentives to recommend plans that pay higher sales commissions. Households insured

in the small group market also do not face the full cost of premiums, both because of employer

subsidies and because insurance is a tax-advantaged employee benefit. Insurer markups may be

higher as a result of these frictions.

We quantify the welfare consequences of market segmentation using data from Oregon’s insur-

ance markets in years 2014 through 2016. These dates span the first three years of operation of

the individual marketplaces created under the A�ordable Care Act. Our all-payers claims data

from Oregon includes information on premiums, household enrollment status by year and market

segment, and health spending. We also observe household transitions between di�erent types of

private insurance, including between individual coverage and group coverage.

We begin our empirical analysis by examining health spending and premium levels in Oregon’s

small group and individual insurance markets. In our sample, we observe that small group enrollees

spend 26% less on covered health services, conditional on plan generosity. However, these enrollees

face 7% higher age-specific gross premiums in our time period than they would in the individual

market.3 Combining these facts, and controlling for government subsidies, we find that insurer

markups over health care costs are higher in the small group market in our time period. We

externally validate this finding by showing similar patterns exist in data from states outside Oregon

in years 2014 through 2016. In 2017, after the expiration of the two federal premium support

programs, markups remain higher in the small group market in 36 states, but the di�erences

between markets shrink.

When comparing plan choices, we find important di�erences in the two populations. In the

individual market, plans in the more generous gold tier appear highly adversely selected, with

3We compute di�erences in health spending and premiums between the two market segments for plans in the same
metal tier–i.e. with the same actuarial value. The overall statistic is a weighted average of these di�erences, weighted
by the market share of each metal tier in the sample.
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high enrollee spending leading to high premiums and low market share for these plans (Cutler and

Reber, 1998). Only 14% of insured households choose gold plans; these consumers incur an average

of $932 per month in covered health spending. The equilibrium outcome is quite di�erent in the

small group market, where nearly 36% of enrollees choose gold plans and covered health spending

per household averages only $586 per month.

These descriptive analyses suggest that both economic mechanisms in our setting—the extent

of adverse selection and the role of employer agency—may point to welfare gains from pooling.

Individual market enrollees could benefit from a reduction in adverse selection after the entry of

healthier small group households. Small group enrollees may also benefit from more competitively

priced individual market plans. The overall welfare change, however, depends critically on the equi-

librium premiums that would result in the pooled market, which themselves depend on households’

characteristics and preferences for particular plans. Given this theoretical ambiguity, we develop

a model of demand and supply to recover these preferences, predict equilibrium premiums, and

quantify changes in consumer welfare.

Our demand model predicts households’ plan choices and subsequent medical care utilization

(Einav et al., 2013). From the estimated model, we quantify the unobserved health needs of each

household; their risk aversion; and also the degree of moral hazard in response to plan generosity.

Estimating preferences in the individual market is straightforward: we observe each household’s

choice of plan and realized level of health spending. However, the problem is more challenging in

the small group market because of the involvement of employers and brokers in plan choice. To

distinguish the preferences of households separately from those of the employer agent, we exploit the

set of small group households who lose employer coverage in our time period and must purchase

coverage on the individual market. We show these “forced switcher” households appear similar

along observable demographics to the small group sample as a whole. When we estimate our

demand model using alternately the individual market and forced switcher samples, we recover

distinct preferences, particularly in the tendency for moral hazard.

On the supply side, we estimate a premium-setting equation. We use observed premiums and

medical claims in the individual market, along with estimated demand preferences, to specify
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premiums as a function of predicted patient costs and insurer-specific administrative costs. Rather

than assuming perfect competition, i.e., that plan-specific premiums are chosen to equal average

costs, we allow flexibility to account for either net transfers the plans receive from risk-related

programs or plan-level markups over medical costs. In our approach, a coe�cient on predicted

medical costs above one indicates a positive medical markup. We estimate a coe�cient of 0.73

on expected medical costs, reflecting net subsidies from government risk-related programs rather

than markups in our setting. We therefore proceed in our analysis with a model of competition and

price-setting among insurers that follows Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017). We use the model to predict

the e�ect of pooling the small group and individual markets on enrollment, costs, and consumer

surplus. Acknowledging that other time periods or geographic markets might di�er in their degree

of competition, we also simulate the e�ect of pooling in the presence of fixed markups to equilibrium

premiums, up to the maximum level permitted under the ACA. At a broad level, our counterfactuals

highlight the role of adverse selection and insurer markups in determining the overall welfare change

from pooling. At a more specific level, we show how household preferences—including a household’s

degree of moral hazard, risk aversion, and underlying health spending needs—can interact with

insurer competition to determine which consumers win or lose from pooling.

Our primary counterfactual simulation examines the e�ects of a policy that requires all small

group employers to o�er ICHRA accounts. In this setting, we also impose a mandate under which

small group households must use these accounts to enroll in individual coverage; they cannot choose

to be uninsured. When small group households purchase insurance on the individual market,

they keep the same tax benefits and the same employer contribution that they earned with group

coverage.

We find that pooling the markets mitigates adverse selection in the individual market and

generates consumer surplus gains among individual market households equal to $44 per month.

Small group households gain $57 per month in consumer surplus.4

4An important caveat to our approach, which also applies to other models in the literature, is that we assume
consumers make rational decisions. We do not model issues like consumer search frictions or mistakes (Brot-
Goldberg et al., 2017; Handel and Kolstad, 2015). However, our counterfactual analysis is a step towards addressing
this issue. When we impose a mandate that small group employees must enroll in a plan, we address one possible
consumer mistake—the choice to remain uninsured. We ask whether small group consumer surplus still increases
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Our model predictions depend on the observed plan choices and costs for households in Oregon

and the pricing behavior of insurers operating in the state. We generalize our findings on the

value of pooling to settings where (a) health spending needs and preferences in the small group

and individual market populations di�er from our Oregon setting and (b) insurers add markups

to premiums. Not surprisingly, the surplus gains to individual market households fall as small

group households have greater health spending needs or insurers charge positive markups in a

pooled environment. However, we also find that even if small group consumers have identical

spending needs to individual market households, pooling nonetheless reduces adverse selection

because small group members, at all health levels, are predicted to have greater preferences for

more comprehensive plans.

Overall, we show that for an empirically relevant range of market characteristics, the adoption

of ICHRA plans benefits the average household and improves adverse selection in the individual

market. Thus, when employers subsidize small group households’ insurance coverage in a pooled

market, they not only provide a valuable benefit to their employees but also provide an external

benefit to individual market households.

Previous literature. Our analysis relates to several research areas in the economics of health

insurance markets. A growing body of work studies plan choice and optimal menu design for

employer-sponsored insurance, including issues of selection on moral hazard, adverse selection, and

risk preferences (Einav et al., 2013; Ho and Lee, 2020; Marone and Sabety, 2022). We build a

model that features these same behavioral elements but in the context of a ‘managed competition’

market. Instead of an employer or planner setting premiums, insurers choose premiums as they

compete in a regulated private market.

Given this focus, our work also connects to a literature identifying the consequences of market

design in individual insurance, including the design of subsidies (Tebaldi, 2022; Ja�e and Shepard,

2020; Polyakova and Ryan, 2019), risk adjustment (Geruso et al., 2019; Einav et al., 2019), partic-

with market pooling when tied to a mandate. We leave further analysis of policies that target consumer mistakes
to future research.
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ipation penalties (Diamond et al., 2021), and re-classification risk (Handel et al., 2015; Atal et al.,

2020). Our contribution is to analyze the importance of market segmentation.

Finally, a smaller literature considers the characteristics of small group insurance. Closest to

our paper is Fleitas et al. (2021), who also consider the impact of segmenting the small group and

individual markets. They have detailed data on the small group market from a single large insurer

but do not observe individual market enrollees. Thus, they focus on the e�ect of transferring

the small group into a separate individual marketplace rather than pooling the two populations.

Other papers consider plan pricing, the allocative e�ciency of plan designs, and the extent of

re-classification risk in the market (Abraham et al., 2019; Bundorf et al., 2012; Fleitas et al., 2018).

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Sections 2 and 3, we describe our institutional

setting and data. We contrast the market outcomes in small group and individual insurance in

Section 4. Section 5 presents the model of supply and demand in the individual market and

Section 6 describes how we take this model to data. In Sections 7, 8, and 9, we discuss our results,

simulate counterfactual pooling outcomes, and generalize our findings to other market settings.

Section 10 concludes.

2 Institutional Detail and Setting

Both the individual and small group markets faced new regulations following the implementation

of the A�ordable Care Act (ACA) in 2014. In this section, we summarize the key features of these

markets in Oregon that are relevant for our analyses. We provide further details in Appendix A.

2.1 Individual insurance market

Households can purchase insurance coverage in the individual market through two channels. First,

they can search and select a health plan through a marketplace created under the ACA. Enrollees

in Oregon use the federal healthcare.gov online platform, in an arrangement known as a “state-

based exchange on the federal platform”. Through this portal, Oregon residents can shop for health

plans whose prices and cost-sharing levels may be subsidized to reflect their financial circumstances.

Households with incomes between 100% and 400% of the federal poverty level (FPL) see plans with
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reduced premiums, and those between 100% and 250% also see reduced out-of-pocket costs for

some plans, reflecting a schedule of government subsidies.5

Households that are eligible for subsidies must purchase through the marketplace to receive

them. Unsubsidized households can either use the marketplace channel or a second “o�-marketplace”

channel, employing an insurance broker or agent to purchase individual coverage.6 We define the

choice set of o�-marketplace purchasers di�erently from on-marketplace enrollees by using the ob-

served menus in our data.

Plans o�ered in the individual market face regulation of both premiums and the level of coverage.

Since the implementation of the ACA in 2014, insurers in all states must ‘guarantee issue’ all new

plans to all consumers—that is, the insurer cannot reject applicants based on health status or

pre-existing health conditions. Premiums may vary only with family size, state-defined geographic

regions, tobacco use, and age. Age-based premiums follow a standard age curve in Oregon, with a

ratio of 3 to 1 from the oldest to youngest enrollee. We exploit the formulaic variation in premiums

by age in later analyses.

The ACA limits plan di�erentiation in two ways. First, all plans must cover a set of ten

essential health benefit categories, including outpatient services, emergency room visits, pregnancy

and maternity visits, mental health care, and prescription drugs. And second, each plan’s coverage

design must fit into one of four metal tiers classified by actuarial value, defined as the percentage

of health costs the plan is expected to cover. The plan tiers include bronze, silver, gold, and

platinum, with actuarial values of 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%, respectively. Oregon requires all

insurers entering the marketplace to o�er a bronze, silver, and gold plan; carriers o�ering plans

outside the marketplace must o�er at least one bronze and one silver plan.7 Partly as a result of

these requirements, consumers in the individual market often choose plans from a large menu. For

5Households with incomes at or below 138% of FPL, as well as those meeting several other criteria, are eligible for
Medicaid, the joint state and federal means-tested government insurance program.

6Some o�-marketplace plans are “grandfathered”, meaning they were initially purchased prior to March 23, 2010 and
renewed in future years; grandfathered plans need not adhere to the benefit design requirements of the ACA. When
we model demand for individual insurance, we omit those households purchasing grandfathered plans but include
households purchasing ACA-compliant plans through brokers.

7Oregon’s menu requirement is more stringent than federal rules, which mandate that insurers sell at least one gold
and one silver plan in the marketplace in each geographic market they enter. Oregon also requires insurers to o�er
a “standardized” plan in each metal tier (Blumberg et al., 2013).
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example, a buyer in the Portland area in 2015 has a choice of 31 bronze plans, 40 silver plans, and

24 gold plans, o�ered by 8 unique carriers.

Households that are eligible for cost-sharing subsidies must purchase a silver plan in order to

receive these reduced out-of-pocket costs. These subsidies change the standard silver plan design

to a more generous actuarial value of between 73% and 94% for consumers with incomes of 100%

to 250% of the FPL, with the lowest incomes receiving the higher actuarial values. As noted below,

this subsidy structure has meaningful implications for household enrollment decisions, and hence

the costs and premiums of plans in di�erent tiers.

2.2 Small group insurance market

Small employers, defined in Oregon as firms with up to 50 full-time employees, have the option

of o�ering health insurance coverage for their employees. Nationally in 2015, approximately 47%

of firms with 3-9 workers and 68% of firms with 10-49 workers o�ered coverage to employees;

approximately 76% of eligible workers took up this coverage (Claxton et al., 2015). After the

implementation of the ACA, the fully-insured small group market faces many of the same plan

design restrictions as the individual market. Plans must cover the same essential health benefits,

must be structured according to the same metal tiers, and must be ‘guaranteed issue’. The small

group and individual markets di�er in the purchasing channel and the pricing rules. We discuss

each feature in turn.

While the ACA intended states to o�er a marketplace for small group employers to shop for

plans— known as the Small Business Health Options program or SHOP— Oregon did not have

a small group marketplace during the span of our data. Instead, small employers purchase plans

through an insurance broker who typically receives a fee per enrollee from the insurance carrier.8

In the broker-mediated market, employers choose plans to o�er their employees, typically providing

a much smaller choice set relative to the individual market. A typical small group o�ers one to two

8Brokers typically receive a per-month per-enrollee commission plus sign-on bonuses. One carrier in Oregon, for
example, o�ered a $14.27 per-enrollee per-month payment for groups with fewer than 26 enrollees and $11.25 for
plans with 26-49 enrollees. Bonuses equaled $100 for a 1-9 enrollee group, $200 for a 10-25 enrollee group, and $400
for 26-49 enrollee group (Providence Health Plan, 2011). The average small group commission in Oregon in 2016
was $19.70/enrollee per month (The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020).
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broker-recommended plans to its employees, often from the same carrier (Agency for Healthcare

Research and Quality, 2016). The presence of intermediaries may also shield insurance carriers from

premium competition; we show later that the markups of plans o�ered by small employers in our

sample are often meaningfully higher than those available for comparable plans in the individual

market.

After choosing a menu of plans to o�er, employers contract with the relevant carrier(s) and pay

premiums on behalf of the group. Employees pay their share of the group premium from their pre-

tax earnings—that is, all premiums for insurance obtained through an employer are exempt from

federal and state taxes, regardless of whether the employer or the employee pays. This creates a tax

wedge relative to the individual market, where households typically pay for insurance with post-tax

dollars.9 There is also premium variation relative to the individual market because small group

market insurers are required to use ‘tiered composite’ community rating, described in Appendix

A. The composite rating system creates a cross-subsidy within the employer pool between older

and younger enrollees and between employees covering only themselves and those covering families.

Finally, employers typically subsidize the cost of employee premiums, covering as much as two

thirds of the premium cost (Claxton et al., 2015).

2.3 Risk-related programs

Finally, three risk-related programs operate in either the small group or individual insurance mar-

kets during our sample period: risk adjustment, risk corridors, and reinsurance. The programs

work in similar ways to limit the downside risk to insurers from participating in the market by

transferring funds from insurers who enroll households with lower health spending to insurers that

enroll households with higher health spending in a given year. We provide a detailed description

of each program in Appendix H.

Both risk adjustment and the risk corridors program operate in the small group and individual

markets. The programs determine transfers an insurer pays or receives separately in each market

segment. For risk adjustment, a plan’s risk score—an ex ante measure of enrollees’ expected health

9Premiums in the individual market are part of itemized deductions, but subject to limitations: only medical expenses
exceeding 7.5% of adjusted gross income are deductible.
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spending—determines whether the plan pays into the risk adjustment program or receives payments

from the program. The risk corridors program, in e�ect from 2014 to 2016, similarly transferred

funds between plans, but did so as a function of realized spending relative to a target level of 80%

of a plan’s premium revenues.10 Although the language of the ACA allowed the risk corridors

program to pay out more than the amount of penalties it collected, in practice payouts were set to

be revenue neutral between 2014 and 2016.11 The likelihood of haircuts in risk corridor payouts

created uncertainty for insurers. Finally, the reinsurance program, which operated only between

2014 and 2016, collected funds from insurers o�ering fully insured plans in any segment, including

the individual, small group, and large group markets. Only individual market plans, however, could

receive transfers from the reinsurance program.

We design our model of premium setting to estimate the proportion of costs that are covered

by risk-related payments, rather than assuming it, and we allow for uncertain expectations on the

part of carriers.

3 Data

We collect data from three sources. First, to analyze both plan enrollment and health care costs, we

use claims data from the Oregon Health Authority’s All Payer All Claims (APAC) dataset. Second,

we use the National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ SERFF database for information on

plan design and premium levels. Third, we use Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) reports from the Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services to define measures of administrative costs. We describe each

data source below.

Claims and enrollment data. From Oregon’s APAC data, we collect private insurance claims

and enrollment information for all small group and individual insurance plans purchased from 2010

to 2016. Our claims data cover out-of-pocket costs and costs to the insurer for inpatient, outpatient,

and pharmaceutical claims for each covered enrollee, including spouses and dependents. The data
10If a plan’s health care costs plus the costs of qualifying quality improvement programs fell below 97% or above

103% of the target threshold, the plan either paid a penalty to the program or received a payout.
11In 2014 in Oregon, the program paid out only $12.90 million of the $102.23 million owed to individual market

insurers and $660,326 of the $5.23 million owed to small group insurers.
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also record the household’s insurance plan choice as well as the plan’s characteristics, including

premiums. Focusing on the period around the introduction of the A�ordable Care Act, in years

2014 to 2016, the data include 354,366 unique households in the individual market and 218,827

small group households.12

We use the claims data, together with the Johns Hopkins ACG (Adjusted Clinical Groups)

Case-Mix System software, to construct a measure of predicted health spending for each household

in each year. The ACG software predicts expected medical expenditure of each enrollee based on

diagnostics and demographics data.13 The results are then normalized to an ACG score, where a

score of one corresponds to the average expenditure in a reference population.

Finally, we derive a measure of household income. We do not observe income directly but instead

approximate it using our data on both household demographics and the net premiums consumers

pay for insurance. Specifically, for some observations in our data, we observe net marketplace

insurance premiums, reflecting government subsidies that scale with household income. We use

this sample to estimate a predictive model of income as a function of demographics. We apply our

model estimates to predict income for the entire sample. Using this generated income measure,

we derive premium subsidies and tax rates for all households in the individual and small group

markets. Appendix B details our procedure.

Table 1 summarizes the demographic information for the full sample of households included

in our analyses. On average, households in the small group market are younger, healthier (as

measured by household ACG score), more urban, and more likely to purchase single coverage than

households in the individual market.14

Plan characteristics. Each year, insurers operating in Oregon’s individual and small group

markets file details of their plan o�erings via the National Association of Insurance Commissioners’

12We exclude households who choose plans from insurers with very low market shares or who are missing key
demographic characteristics. Appendix B details our data construction procedure.

13We use the ACG software’s “concurrent” risk measure. This measure uses diagnostics and demographics to pre-
dict expected medical expenditure in the same year. An alternative measure that uses lagged diagnostics and
demographics limits the sample size in our setting due to high rates of consumer churn in the individual market.

14While over 70% of enrollees in both samples purchase insurance for a single household member, some of these
enrollees may have a spouse or other family member who accesses health insurance through a distinct employer or
public program.
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SERFF database. These filings allow us to validate the characteristics of each plan chosen in

Oregon’s APAC data, including the levels of deductibles, copayments, and the gross premium

levels set for each plan. To simplify the model of household plan choice, we bin similar plans

together to create constructed plans. In the model, households choose among constructed plans,

defined by a combination of insurer, rating area, metal tier, and plan type.15 In Appendix Table

A7, we show that our constructed plans are nonetheless su�ciently detailed that there is little

variation in plan premiums, cost sharing terms, or networks within a constructed plan. Hereafter,

we refer to constructed plans simply as plans.

Administrative costs. Lastly, we collect Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) reports from the Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services for the insurance carriers operating in the small group and

individual insurance markets in Oregon. The reports contain state-wide enrollment and costs,

including both clinical costs and administrative costs, that insurers incur in each business line in

which they operate. We exploit these observed measures of administrative cost in later analyses of

insurer pricing. We also use the national enrollment and financial information for each carrier that

operates in Oregon to create measures of insurance participation, enrollment, revenues, and costs

in states outside Oregon. We use these variables as instruments in the premium-setting regressions

described in Section 6.3.

4 Descriptive Analyses

Before describing our model, we conduct several descriptive analyses to highlight the di�erences

between the small group and individual markets in Oregon in terms of plan choices, health spending,

premiums, and the level of insurer markups. These di�erences will motivate our modeling choices

and illustrate the key factors that underpin our estimates of the consumer surplus change from

market integration: household preferences, the extent of adverse selection, and the level of markups

in the existing market segments.

15We divide plan types into ‘managed care’ and ‘not managed care’. Managed care plans include EPO and HMO
plans. We define the premium of a constructed plan as the average premium of all plans grouped into the bin.
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4.1 Comparing plan choices and costs

We begin by examining plan design choices and costs between the small group and individual

insurance markets. As we report in Table 2, only 14% of individual market households enroll in

the more generous gold plans compared to 36% of small group households. For the least generous

bronze plans, the shares are nearly reversed: small group households choose bronze plans 14% of

the time, while bronze plans capture a 30% share of the individual market.

Despite enrolling in more comprehensive coverage, however, small group households spend less

on health care each month. In Table 2, we report that small group households are two percentage

points more likely to have no monthly health spending (32% vs. 30%); when consuming health

care, they spend an average of $524 per month versus $591 per month among individual market

households. We illustrate the full distribution of health spending by year and market type in

Figure 1. To control for moral hazard—that is, the tendency to spend more on health care when

enrolled in a more generous plan—we break out costs separately for plans of the same actuarial

value in Panels A through C.

Within the silver and gold metal tiers, which compose roughly 70% of plans purchased in the

individual market and 86% of plans purchased in the small group market, we again observe lower

costs among small group enrollees. In particular, small group households are nearly twice as likely

to incur $0 of health spending in gold plans (25% versus 13%) and 42% more likely to spend $0

in silver plans (34% vs. 24%). Conditional on positive spending, the distribution of costs among

small group households appears more concentrated at lower levels of spending. For bronze plans, the

fraction of zero-cost consumers is similar in the two segments, while the distribution of individual

market enrollees shows slightly lower costs. These findings are consistent with the reported mean

and median spending levels by metal tier in Table 2.

The observed heterogeneity of households’ health spending between the two markets, coupled

with di�erences in plan preferences, has immediate welfare implications for market segmenta-

tion. Any non-random division of the population along these dimensions will leave opportunity

for welfare-enhancing swaps, including the possibility of Pareto improvements. For example, con-

sider the case in which we introduce a relatively low-cost set of small group households with a lower
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premium elasticity and higher degree of risk aversion into the individual marketplace. If these newly

shifted households continue to choose gold plans, their enrollment will reduce the existing plans’

average costs and premiums, potentially spurring more individual enrollees to opt for a gold plan.

The average costs of enrollees in silver and bronze plans, in turn, may fall as relatively sick enrollees

leave these plans for the now cheaper gold metal tier. Under average cost pricing or fixed markups,

silver and bronze plan premiums will fall.

The cost to small group enrollees from this pooling depends, in part, on the equilibrium premi-

ums they faced in the segmented market. We explore this issue next.

4.2 Comparing premiums and markups

Given the observed di�erences in spending, we examine how premiums di�er between the small

group and individual markets. To illustrate the di�erential, we focus on a standardized enrollee who

is single, 40 years old, and too wealthy to receive government premium or cost-sharing subsidies

in the individual market. Figure 2 provides a comparison of the premiums carriers set across the

two markets. It depicts the distribution of premiums for the standardized enrollee across plans

o�ered by each carrier in a year, metal tier, and market segment. We compare the distribution of

premiums separately by metal tier in Panels A through C.

Base premiums are higher for small group plans in 2014-2015 in all tiers, despite small group

enrollees’ lower medical claims costs in the silver and gold plans. Individual plan premiums increase

in 2016, leading the di�erence in premiums between the two markets to be statistically insignificant

in that year. The base premiums, however, omit several adjustments needed to capture the out-of-

pocket premiums that households face. The household’s premium depends on (a) pooling within

an employer (b) the tax savings for employer-provided insurance; and, (c) employer contributions

towards premiums. Appendix G describes these adjustments, and Appendix Figure A1 illustrates

the e�ect of these adjustments.16 We find that when we add adjustments for the typical group

16In brief, we account for the tiered composite rating in Oregon by drawing simulated groups from the distribution
of small groups in Oregon, replacing one member of the group with our standardized enrollee. We take an average
of the single employee premium across all simulated groups. To adjust for taxes for our standardized enrollee, we
multiply the premium by 1 ≠ · , where · is the average tax rate for a single adult making the median annual income
in Oregon.
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composition and the implicit tax subsidy in employer-sponsored insurance, small group premiums

continue to exceed those in the individual market. Ultimately, the relative di�erences in premiums

between the two segments will depend on the size of the employer’s subsidy relative to possible

government subsidies in the individual market.

Given our measurement of both costs and premiums, we can also compute an insurer markup

of premiums over health costs. We call this ratio the medical markup. For this analysis in the

small group market, we use the premium paid for small group plans independent of employee tax

savings or employer subsidies, since the total premium flows to the insurer as revenue. In Figure 3

we plot the distribution of medical markups by year in the small group and individual market. In

Panels A to C, we distinguish the markups by metal tier. In all tiers, we observe larger markups

in the small group market, particularly after 2014. The di�erences are largest in Panels B and C

for the more generous plans. For the most popular silver plans, which compose the majority of

plan purchases, the median small group insurer in 2014 had a roughly 40% markup as a share of

premiums. This median markup fell over time, but remained above zero in all years of our data.

Unsurprisingly, in the individual market where premiums are lower and average health spending is

higher, we see much lower markups as a share of premiums.

From Figure 3, it appears that markups are large in the small group market and that many

individual market plans failed to collect su�cient premium revenue to cover health care expenses.

However, these markups o�er an incomplete picture of true profitability because (a) they do not

include non-medical costs, including the costs of broker fees and plan administration, and (b) they

do not include risk adjustment payments and payments from the risk corridor and reinsurance

programs, both of which operated in the individual marketplaces from 2014–2016. In Figure 4

Panel B, we add risk-related payments to individual market insurer revenue and plot the adjusted

markups. Again, small group markups exceed those seen in the individual market on average,

though the distributions are closer.

Given the importance of risk-related payments, the possibility of insurer markups, and the

potential for administrative costs to a�ect premium setting, we allow for these elements when we

model the insurer’s premium choices and solve for equilibrium premiums in the individual market.
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4.3 Comparison to other markets

Finally, while we focus our analysis in this paper on the insurance markets in Oregon, we investigate

how premiums and markups compare across the small group and individual markets in other

states. We repeat our descriptive analysis in premium data compiled by the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation for 33 states in 2014 and all 50 states and the District of Columbia in 2015-2016. We

describe our procedure in Appendix G and report results in Appendix Table A10. In these years

and states, we find, on average, a 10-15% higher base premium in the small group market than in

the individual market for plans with the same actuarial value.

In 2017-2018, we observe a di�erent pattern: individual market premiums exceed small group

base premiums by approximately 10%. Our findings for 2018 are similar to results from Abraham et

al. (2019). Individual market premiums increased in these years in many states reflecting, in part,

an anticipated policy change in October 2017 in which the federal government stopped reimbursing

insurers for the added expense of cost-sharing reductions granted by statute to certain low-income

enrollees. In addition, the temporary risk corridors program ended after the 2016 plan year.

We can translate these premiums di�erences to markups using the data carriers report in each

state as part of MLR regulation.17 We find that medical markups are higher in the small group

market relative to the individual market in most states in the years 2014 through 2016. In 2017,

average markups in the individual market increase relative to prior years, reflecting higher pre-

miums. However, even when premiums in the individual market exceed those in the small group

market, markups remain larger in the small group market in 36 of 50 states. These higher markups

reflect lower premiums but also lower medical costs among small group enrollees. We illustrate the

average markups by sector, state, and year in Appendix Figure A2.

Given the heterogeneity that exists across years and geographies in the competitiveness of

the market segments, we later use our model to explore how di�erent markups may a�ect our

conclusions about the benefit of pooling. In the following sections we outline our model and

describe our approach to estimation.

17We do not compare medical loss ratios directly because these measures include adjustments for quality improvement
programs and other expenses we do not observe in our main dataset. In this analysis, we also do not adjust for risk
corridors and reinsurance payments.
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5 Model

We build a demand model that predicts households’ plan choices and subsequent medical care

utilization in the individual market. We use the multiplicative moral hazard model from Einav et

al. (2013); this model captures both adverse selection, where enrollees select into plans based on

unobserved health status, as well as moral hazard, a spending response to insurance. We model

insurer pricing in the individual market using a supply framework that features insurance plan

competition, as in Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017).

5.1 Consumer demand and spending

At the beginning of each year, a household engages in a two-stage sequential choice. In Stage 1, the

household—internalizing the needs and preferences of its members—chooses an insurance plan from

a set of o�ered plans. In Stage 2, conditional on plan choice and the realization of its health care

status, the household chooses the amount of medical care to consume. Following the notation and

structure of Einav et al. (2013), we characterize a household by three objects, (F⁄,t(·), Ê, Â), where,

for clarity, we omit household-specific subscripts. F⁄,t(·) represents the household’s expectation

over its uncertain health status ⁄ Ø 0 in period t. The household realizes the value of ⁄ in a given

period after it chooses a plan; a higher value of ⁄ corresponds to a household with greater health

care needs. The second object, Ê, represents the household’s price sensitivity for medical care and

can be interpreted as the household’s level of moral hazard. Lastly, Â represents the household’s

coe�cient of absolute risk aversion.

We present this model in reverse order, beginning with Stage 2. We use a multiplicative moral

hazard specification because it predicts higher moral hazard spending for sicker individuals. This

assumption both seems natural in our setting and matches results from Ho and Lee (2020), who

find a similar assumption fits the variation in their employer sample.

5.1.1 Stage 2: medical care utilization

At the beginning of Stage 2 in each year t, a household enrolls in an insurance plan j and realizes

health ⁄. The household then chooses its level of medical spending m Ø 0 for that period to
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maximize its utility given by:

uj,t(m; ⁄, Ê) = (m ≠ ⁄) ≠ 1
2Ê⁄

(m ≠ ⁄)2 + [yt ≠ cOOP

j,t (m) ≠ pj,t] + g(Xj,t, ‘j,t) . (5.1)

In (5.1), yt represents annual income, cOOP
j,t

(m) are the out-of-pocket (OOP) costs the household

pays for its medical care, and pj,t is the annual plan premium. We specify cOOP
j,t

(m) as (1≠xj,t)◊m,

where xj,t is the percentage of spending that the insurer pays in period t under plan j—i.e., the

plan’s actuarial value. The final term, g(.), is a function of other variables that can a�ect household

utility.

The household’s medical spending, denoted mú
j,t

, must satisfy the following first-order condition

from (5.1):

mú
j,t = ⁄ + Ê⁄xj,t . (5.2)

The second term in this expression implies that the amount of additional medical spending due to

cost-sharing is increasing in the moral hazard parameter Ê and also in household “sickness” ⁄. A

zero value of ⁄ will result in zero spending, even under full insurance.

5.1.2 Stage 1: insurance plan choice

In Stage 1, each household realizes its ‘j,t and chooses an insurance plan from a choice set of plans

Jt to maximize its expected utility for the current year. The household anticipates that its health

needs follow F⁄,t and its health spending will be governed by optimal Stage-2 behavior. We assume

the household has constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) preferences over Stage-2 utilities given

optimal medical spending, denoted uú
j,t

(⁄, Ê) © uj,t(mú
j,t

(⁄); ⁄, Ê). Given these assumptions, the

expected utility that a household anticipates receiving from plan j at the beginning of period t is

given by

vj,t(F⁄,t, Ê, Â) = ≠
ˆ

exp(≠Â ◊ uú
j,t(⁄, Ê))dF⁄,t(⁄) , (5.3)

where Â is the household’s coe�cient of absolute risk aversion and the household’s optimal choice

of plan is jú = arg maxjœJt vj,t(·).
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5.2 Insurance supply

To model insurer pricing and equilibrium supply in the individual market, we start with the as-

sumption of perfect competition in Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017), who adopt the Einav et al. (2013)

model with additive moral hazard as an example. Under perfect competition, insurance carriers in

the individual market choose their plan-specific premiums to equal average costs, including both

claims and administrative costs. In our specification, which we describe in Section 6, we also allow

flexibility for premiums to di�er from costs with a fixed markup that can either be below one,

reflecting net subsidies to the insurer in the form of risk-related payments, or above one, reflecting

positive plan markups over health costs.

We can write down expected claims costs using our model. Given optimal medical spending in

equation (5.2), a household characterized by (⁄, Ê) has the following expected claims costs:

cj,t =
ˆ

(xj,t⁄ + Êx2
j,t⁄)dF⁄,t(⁄).

5.3 Consumer surplus

To quantify consumer surplus, we define the certainty equivalent of plan j as ej such that ≠exp(≠Âej) =

vj,t(F⁄,t, Ê, Â), as in Einav et al. (2013). Integrating over the distribution of ⁄, we can show that

for individuals of type i:

ei,j(F⁄,t, Ê, Â) = ≠ 1
Âi

log
5ˆ

exp(≠Â ◊ uú
j,t(⁄, Ê))dF⁄,t(⁄)

6
(5.4)

so that, for households of type i, we can write ex ante consumer surplus—that is, consumer surplus

before a household realizes its ‘ shock in the plan choice stage—in the following way:

CSi = E‘

3
max

j
ei,j

4
= log

Jÿ

j=1
exp (ei,j(F⁄,t, Ê, Â)) (5.5)

Here, each household chooses from J plans in the individual market. Later, we describe an

alternative approach to calculating consumer surplus in the small group market. We use this
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alternative measure when comparing welfare for consumers forced to switch from small group to

individual coverage.

6 Empirical Model

We transform the model of insurance demand and insurer supply into a two stage empirical model

for estimation. We begin by detailing the data samples used for estimation and then describe our

estimation approach.

6.1 Data samples

To estimate preferences of households in the individual market, we construct a dataset of all house-

holds who purchase individual market insurance and all uninsured households in the state. We

directly observe households who purchase individual market insurance in our all-payer claims data.

The annual American Community Survey, run by the US Census Bureau, provides the size of the

uninsured population for each rating area, year, and age. We infer additional characteristics of the

uninsured population using a detailed survey of uninsured households in California, the California

Health Interview Survey. Appendix B.4 details this procedure. Table A4 compares the uninsured

population to the insured individual market population. On average, insured households are older

and have larger incomes.

Our counterfactual simulations also require estimates of the preferences and attributes of current

small group households. To estimate these preferences, we proceed by collecting a sample of small

group enrollees whose employers canceled group coverage during the time period of our data.

We can track these households as they choose plans in the individual market or become eligible

for coverage in other markets, including large group insurance or public insurance. Among this

population of “forced switchers”, we focus on those households who switch to individual coverage

or uninsurance. We define the uninsured share of forced switchers as those households formerly

enrolled in small group insurance who do not purchase a group plan or individual plan, and do

not fall into eligibility categories for public insurance. We also exclude individuals who switch to a

spouse’s insurance. Appendix B.2 describes how we identify the forced switcher population.
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We use our forced switcher sample as a plausible proxy, conditional on observables, for the

preferences of the larger small group enrollee population. In Appendix Table A3, we demonstrate

balance between the demographics of the forced switchers and the demographics of the entire small

group in the year before the forced switchers leave the small group market. While the sample of

forced switchers appears largely similar to the small group market population overall, they di�er

on a few dimensions. On average, forced switchers are slightly older and sicker according to health

status scores. We therefore condition on observables when we use the model to estimate switcher

preferences.

In addition to the switcher sample, we use the observed choices of the larger sample of small

group households to explore how much the employer’s plan choice di�ers from the preferences we

recover from the switcher population. Our employer model, described in detail in Appendix D.2,

generates estimates of “fees” employees would have to pay to deviate from the employer’s default

plan choice to their preferred option. These fees will be non-zero whenever plan choices in the

small group market do not match the revealed preferences of the forced switcher sample.18 We

allow these fees to vary by household characteristics, including age, health status score, household

size, and employer-group size. We use the estimates to generate an alternative measure of consumer

surplus in the small group market.

6.2 Joint likelihood of plan choice and health spending

We next define the likelihood of observing (a) the plan choices of households and (b) the health

care spending of subscribers to each plan j in the individual market, accounting for both moral

hazard and risk aversion.

6.2.1 Equations for estimation

We begin by making a distributional assumption on the household’s health state, ⁄. We model ⁄

as following an exponential distribution to approximate the empirical spending pattern depicted

18The di�erences between the employer’s preferences and the household’s preferences could reflect incentives of the
employer for more generous coverage—say for recruiting purposes—or could reflect a household’s behavioral biases
due to procrastination, the choice architecture, or the incentive to churn out of coverage (Diamond et al., 2021).
We do not take a stand on the drivers of these di�erences.
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in Figure 1. If ⁄ ≥ exponential(–), plugging optimal medical spending into the utility equation

(6.1) and accounting explicitly for variation in the underlying parameters and characteristics of

household i yields:

uú
i,j,m,t = 1

2x2
i,j,tÊi⁄i ≠ (1 ≠ xi,j,t)⁄i + yi,t ≠ pi,j,m,t + g(Xj,m,t, ‘i,j,m,t)

where m indexes geographic markets and t indexes years. Suppressing (m, t) subscripts for nota-

tional simplicity, the expected utility over the distribution of ⁄ is:

vi,j(F⁄,i, Êi, Âi) = ≠
ˆ

exp(≠Âiu
ú
i,j)dF⁄,i(⁄).

Noting that our distributional assumption implies E(⁄) = 1/– and applying the order-preserving

monotonic transformation ≠ 1
Âi

ln(≠vi,j), we write the expected utility as 19:

Ui,j ¥ ≠pi,j + xi,j

–i ≠ Âi

+
x2

i,j
Êi

2(–i ≠ Âi)
+ g(Xj , ‘i,j)

Ui,0 = g0(‘i,0)

We specify g(Xj , ‘i,j) = (—0Xj + ‘i,j)/(–i ≠ Âi) so that sicker or more risk averse households

put more weight on plan characteristics like carrier identity, in the same way that they put more

weight on coverage. Making an analogous assumption for the outside option, we find:

Ui,j = ≠pi,j + xi,j

–i ≠ Âi

+
x2

i,j
Êi

2(–i ≠ Âi)
+ —0Xj + ‘i,j

–i ≠ Âi

(6.1)

Ui,0 = ‘i,0
–i ≠ Âi

In this expression, we observe four components to utility. The first three components derive

from the financial terms of insurance plans: disutility from premiums; utility from covered non-

discretionary spending; and utility from spending due to moral hazard. The final component

19This transformation also requires us to recognize that when Ax + Bx2 is close to zero, we can approximate ln(1 +
Ax + Bx2) ¥ Ax + Bx2. We provide details in Appendix C.
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allows non-financial characteristics, like carrier name, to a�ect utility. In addition, risk coverage

also generates utility: both spending-related terms are adjusted upwards because we divide by

–i ≠ Âi in place of –i.

Finally, the expected cost to the insurer of enrolling a household of type i is:

ci,j =
ˆ

(xi,j⁄i + Êix
2
i,j⁄i)dF⁄,i(⁄)

ci,j = xi,j

–i

+
Êix2

i,j

–i

which approaches zero when –i is large. We assume the insurer is risk-neutral. As in the model

with additive moral hazard discussed in Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017), the insurer pays the full cost

of spending due to moral hazard while consumer utility reflects only half of that spending, adjusted

upwards due to risk coverage.

6.2.2 Plan choice and health spending

Plan choice. Taking equation (6.1) as a starting point and multiplying through by –i ≠ Âi > 0,

we have:

ui,j = xi,j + 1
2Êix

2
i,j ≠ (–i ≠ Âi)pi,j + —0Xj + ‘i,j . (6.2)

ui,1 = ‘i,1

where i denotes households and j denotes health plans. We suppress the indices (m, t) denoting

geographic markets and time periods to simplify exposition. We assume ‘i,j follows a Gumbel or

type I extreme value distribution. The probability that an enrollee i chooses plan j then takes the

standard logit form:

si,j = Pr(di,j = 1) = exp(Vi,j)
q

J

k=1 exp(Vi,k)
(6.3)

where Vi,j = xj + 1
2Êix2

j
≠ (–i ≠ Âi)pj + —0Xj , and di,j = 1 when household i chooses plan j.

Here, plan choice j = 1 represents the outside good of no insurance. Thus, Vi,1 = 0 since both

the actuarial value and premium equal zero when the ‘plan’ represents a lack of insurance. Other
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components of the utility equation are normalized relative to the outside option.

Health spending. Based on our model above with multiplicative moral hazard and with our cho-

sen specification of the household’s health state, we can write the insurer’s expected responsibility

for health spending using the following form:

ci,j = (xi,j + Êix
2
i,j)⁄i

where again we have omitted subscripts (m, t).

We further assume that all enrollees have some positive health care spending and that the

insurer bears some cost of enrolling even healthy consumers. However, we define a spending cuto�

c such that, for 0 Æ ci Æ c, the “hassle costs” of submitting claims may lead the enrollee not to

submit one. The insurer similarly saves the processing cost of the claim. Thus, we interpret zero

spending observations as implying small but positive health care spending by the enrollee, with an

associated small cost to the insurer. We therefore employ a fixed cuto�, c, and treat all observed

costs before that threshold as censored.20

Given our assumption that ⁄i follows an exponential distribution with parameter –i, we can

write:

f(ci,j |xi,j , Êi, –i) =

Y
____________]

____________[

1 xi,j = 0, ci,j = 0

0 xi,j = 0, ci,j ”= 0

1 ≠ exp
3

≠–i

3
c

xi,j+Êix
2
i,j

44
xi,j ”= 0, ci,j Æ c

–i
xi,j+Êix

2
i,j

exp
3

≠ci,j
–i

xi,j+Êix
2
i,j

4
xi,j ”= 0, ci,j > c

The joint likelihood of the household’s plan choice and its health spending is:

L(◊) =
NŸ

i=1

JŸ

j=1
f(di,j , ci,j |·, ◊)di,j =

NŸ

i=1

JŸ

j=1
P (di,j = 1|·, ◊)di,j f(ci,j |·, ◊)di,j (6.4)

20In robustness analyses, we vary the cuto� to test the e�ect on our coe�cients of interest. We also design a likelihood
routine to recover the threshold. See Appendix E.
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where j = 1 is the outside option, P (di,j = 1|·, ◊) is the probability that patient i chooses plan j,

and f(ci,j |·, ◊) is the likelihood of patient i in plan j having cost ci,j . We derive the log-likelihood

used for estimation in Appendix C.

Finally, we exploit our detailed claims data to specify the household parameters, (–i, Êi, Âi).

In particular, our data contain demographic information on each household member, details of

their past and present diagnoses, and a record of the frequency and type of health spending they

undertake, including o�ce visits, laboratory tests, prescription drugs, and hospitalizations. As we

describe in Section 3, we can summarize each household members’ health state by computing a

severity score, the ACG score, as a function of the claims detail. We then specify –i using this

measure along with demographics relevant to predict non-discretionary health spending: the sum of

the ACG scores in the household; an indicator for whether a family member has a top-quartile ACG

score; and indicators for whether the household head is older than 50 and whether the household

covers dependents under its plan. We assume Êi and Âi are constant across households in each

market segment.21

Other plan characteristics. In addition to the utility from coverage and the disutility from

premium payments, we allow enrollees to have additional preferences for distinct plans. Because

enrollees eligible for cost-sharing subsidies have incentives to select silver-tier plans, we account for

this possible steering e�ect in plan choice by including in Xj an interaction between an indicator

for silver plans and an indicator that equals 1 if the household’s purchase is subsidized through

cost-sharing subsidies.22

In one version of our supply model, we assume perfect competition. If taken literally, this

implies no role for an unobserved quality term in the utility equation. However, we recognize this is

an abstraction: plans in the individual market may be di�erentiated in ways that consumers value,

21Setting a constant Êi, however, does not imply that all medical care is subject to the same moral hazard e�ect.
In our specification of moral hazard as multiplicative, when a household has a higher severity score, ⁄, its moral
hazard will be larger. Thus, households likely to have more inpatient care, for example, will have a higher moral
hazard component in their expected spending.

22We adjust the household’s premium and its coverage xi,j to account for subsidies. Allowing the cost-sharing
subsidy eligibility to a�ect a household’s preference for silver plans, in an additively separable way, accounts for
any additional steering to silver plans from the subsidy structure that is not captured by premium and out-of-pocket
cost reductions.
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and premiums may respond to this unobserved heterogeneity. Following prior literature (Polyakova

and Ryan, 2019; Tebaldi, 2022; Tebaldi et al., Forthcoming), we address this issue by using the fact

that insurers in the individual market are not permitted to vary premiums freely across consumers.

Within each rating area, premiums for a given plan vary only by age, family size and (through

subsidies) across income levels. Further, this variation is based on a pre-specified statutory formula

that does not vary by carrier or plan. That is, the institutional features of this market permit us to

address premium endogeneity concerns by including carrier fixed e�ects to control for unobserved

quality di�erences across carriers in each year and rating area. Remaining variation within tier

stems from variation in the age composition and size of each observed household.23

6.3 Premium setting

We develop a simple model of premium-setting that captures the relationship between observed

premiums by plan, observed health costs per enrollee in each plan, and carrier-specific administra-

tive costs. We use the estimates from this model, along with assumptions about plan markups,

to re-compute equilibrium premiums in a counterfactual environment with di�erent enrollment

populations of enrollees.24

To begin, we calculate the total premium revenue collected by the insurer for plan j, denoted

Rj , as the share-weighted average premium charged to enrollees across markets the plan serves.

We first label plan j’s standardized premium, for a single 40 year old enrollee (suppressing m and

t subscripts as before), as pj ; this will be useful for our counterfactual simulations below. To find

the premium household i pays, we multiply this standardized premium by the rating factors “k,i

assigned to all individuals k covered in household i. Under the ACA, Oregon fixes the value of

these weights according to a published age curve; we apply these weights in our calculation. We

23Given that our utility model already controls directly for plan tier actuarial values, we did not also add plan tier
fixed e�ects. As a robustness check, we run an additional specification in which we control for carrier, year, and
rating area fixed e�ects. The qualitative results remain unchanged.

24We chose not to assume Bertrand competition between plans in this selection market for three reasons. First, our
pricing assumption from Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017) guarantees that our fixed point algorithm identifies a unique
equilibrium. Second, the coe�cient on medical costs that we estimate in Equation (6.6) suggests that markups are
not a first order issue in our setting. Finally, similar to the approach of Tebaldi (2022), we depict the empirical
relationship between premiums and health care costs across plans in Figure 3. In our setting, after adjusting for
risk-related payments, we find premiums roughly equate to insurer spending on enrollees’ health care.
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sum these weighted premiums to the plan level, multiplying the premium each household faces by

the predicted probability it chooses plan j, ŝi,j . In our notation, revenue then equals:

Rj =
Ntÿ

iœ{t}
ŝi,j ú pi,j =

Ntÿ

iœ{t}
pj ú ŝi,j

Kiÿ

kœi

“k,i (6.5)

Next, we can estimate the costs of each plan by finding the vector of parameters that equate

the insurer’s revenue with its total health and administrative costs. If we ignored payments to

the plan from risk-related government subsidies and assumed perfect competition—that is, no

insurer markups—we could equate premiums to costs such that the insurer broke even on each

plan it o�ered, summing expected costs across individuals and geographic markets in a given time

period.25

However, given both the presence of risk-related payments to insurers in the individual market

in 2014 through 2016 and the possibility of markups, we add an additional element of flexibility in

our empirical model. Below, we equate total premium revenues for plan j to its total costs but we

add a coe�cient —4 on expected health spending:

Rj =
Nÿ

iœ{t}’m

1
ŝi,j ú —4Ÿi,jce

i,j

2
+ —5 ú Aj + ÷j (6.6)

where ŝi,j is the probability that household i chooses plan j, ce
i,j

is the expected medical claims

cost of household i in plan j, and Ÿi,j adjusts costs to account for possible government cost-sharing

subsidies.26

The parameter vector —4 allows the true realized claims costs to be higher or lower than the

premium revenue, after accounting for administrative costs by carrier, year, and market. When

25The assumption that carriers break even plan by plan is consistent with the approach of Azevedo and Gottlieb
(2017).

26We adjust for subsidies for household i by multiplying expected costs by Ÿi,j = xo
j /xi,j , where xo

j is the actuarial
value of the plan without any cost-sharing subsidies. This term accounts for the fact that the insurer’s realized
costs do not include the household cost-sharing subsidies that entered the model of consumer choice. Given that
spending follows an exponential distribution and given our first-stage estimates, we can write ce

j,t (before adjusting
for subsidies) as:

ce
i,j = E[ci,j |‚–i, ‚Êi] =

xi,j + ‚Êix
2
i,j

‚–i
.
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—4 < 1, our observed health spending does not directly equate to premium levels because of risk-

related payments to the insurer and/or true ex ante expectations that di�er from ce
j,t

. If —4 > 1,

the insurer’s premiums could be thought of as incorporating a medical markup over variable health

care costs, similar to the interpretation in Bundorf et al. (2012).

The second term in the premium-setting equation reflects plan-level fixed costs. Aj includes

observable inputs into each carrier’s plan-level administrative costs. We approximate these ad-

ministrative costs in two ways. First, we use carrier by time period indicators to reflect common

per-plan or per-plan-region administrative costs incurred by the carrier in each plan year. Second, as

a robustness analysis, we approximate plan-level administrative costs using observed prior-year ad-

ministrative cost measures that carriers report in MLR filings. From these MLR data, we compute

the carrier’s total per-enrollee monthly administrative cost as the sum of taxes and fees, wellness

activities, and general administrative expenses. We allocate these costs to the plan level based on

plan enrollment by geographic market. Finally, ÷j is an element of the carrier’s administrative costs

that the econometrician does not observe.

We begin by estimating equation (6.6) via ordinary least squares, using years 2015-16 data

because insurers’ premium-setting may not have reached an equilibrium in 2014, the first year of

the marketplaces. We then adopt a two-stage least squares approach to address the possibility that

÷j may be correlated with the predicted market share and claims variables.27 We use instruments,

Zj , that are assumed to be correlated with si,j and ce
i,j

but mean independent of ÷j : E[÷j |Zj ] = 0.

Our instruments act as demand shifters. These include the number of plans o�ered to households

in the same market and the fraction of households in the market who are subsidized. We also

use lagged values of these two instruments.28 Lastly, we employ year fixed e�ects to account for

time-varying administrative costs.

27For example, the instruments address the potential for unobserved quality variation within a plan—e.g. across
enrollee types. This variation is not correlated with premiums because of the institutional restrictions on premium
setting already described, and therefore does not bias the premium coe�cient. However, the variation does a�ect
shares and thus is correlated with ÷.

28In our robustness analysis that uses administrative costs from MLR data, we also explore a second set of instruments
that a�ect insurer costs through economies of scale. These include the total number of subscribers of the carrier’s
plans in other states and the total number of subscribers of the carrier’s plans in the individual market in other
states.
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6.4 Consumer surplus

To compute consumer surplus, we transform our surplus expression from Section 5.3 to match

our empirical specification. Integrating over our chosen distribution of ⁄, we define the certainty

equivalent of plan j for individuals of type i as follows:

ei,j = 1
–i ≠ Âi

Ë
xi,j +

x2
i,j

Êi

2 ≠ (–i ≠ Âi)pi,j + —0Xj + ‘i,j

È
(6.7)

The ex ante consumer surplus then becomes:

CSi = E‘

3
max

j
ei,j

4
= 1

–i ≠ Âi

log
Jÿ

j=1
exp

A

xi,j +
x2

i,j
Êi

2 ≠ (–i ≠ Âi)pi,j + —0Xi,j

B

(6.8)

Each household chooses from J plans. We compute this measure both for individual market

and small group market households.29

7 Estimation Results

7.1 Demand estimates

We begin by reporting our underlying demand estimates in Table 3. The estimates are di�cult

to interpret on their own, with the exception of the estimated preference for silver plans among

consumers eligible for cost-sharing subsidies. This coe�cient is large and positive in the main

sample and the switcher sample. For this subsidy-eligible population, the regulatory design of the

subsidies strongly influenced enrollees to choose silver plans.30

29Because we do not estimate a model of premium setting in the small group market, we calculate our small group
consumer surplus estimates using observed plan premiums. This approach contrasts with how we calculate consumer
surplus in the individual market, both prior to combining the two markets and in counterfactuals; in both cases,
we derive these estimates using simulated premiums.

30We account for cost-sharing subsidies directly in the actuarial value variable. For example, the silver plan actuarial
value increases from .7 to .87 for households whose income falls between 150% and 200% of the federal poverty
level. We include a distinct interaction term for cost-sharing subsidy eligibility and silver plan choice because
eligible consumers must purchase a silver plan to benefit from cost-sharing subsidies. The interaction term captures
how advertising or enrollment navigators might encourage silver plan enrollment more than would be predicted
simply through the e�ect on actuarial value.
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We use the underlying demand estimates to derive several parameters of economic interest,

reported in Tables 4 and 5. Our derived estimates illustrate our model’s predictions of household

spending, moral hazard, and risk aversion for both the individual market and forced switcher

populations.

To illustrate the empirical distribution of spending given our sample demographics, Table 4

translates the estimated parameters into expected non-discretionary spending, E(⁄i), separately

for the individual and small group markets. In these statistics, we also extrapolate the switcher

preferences to apply to the entire small group market. We find that overall E(⁄i) is lower in the

small group market relative to the individual market: on average, insurers incur costs of $419 per

month for small group enrollees relative to $547 per month in the individual market.31 The overall

di�erence arises because of the much higher proportion of small group enrollees under age 50 and

with no dependents. If we look only at households with dependents, we find non-discretionary

spending to be higher in the small group market. Because demographics and family composition

explain part of the di�erence in medical claims costs between the two markets, we condition on

these factors in our counterfactual simulations.

Table 5 provides estimates of moral hazard and risk aversion. Moral hazard is higher for the

sample of switchers than it is in the individual market. Under our preferred specification, with

c = 20, we predict that moving switchers from no insurance to full insurance would increase

medical spending by 22%. For individual market enrollees, the increase would be 11%. We can

identify these distinct levels of moral hazard in the two samples by combining information on

households’ observed plan choices and total health spending. For example, suppose we have two

households, A and B, that choose plans with the same generosity. In addition, the members of both

households have the same predicted non-discretionary health needs, ⁄i, due to their diagnoses and

demographics. However, household A has a larger observed spending level than household B. Our

model would predict larger moral hazard for household A to rationalize the spending di�erence.

In Appendix Figure A3, we show such a pattern exists at the segment level: when we compare

31Our non-discretionary spending measure, E(⁄i), includes both insurer and out-of-pocket costs but excludes moral
hazard spending. This measure di�ers from the mean spending statistics in Table 2, which exclude out-of-pocket
costs but include any added insurer spending from moral hazard.
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spending in the individual market versus the small group switcher populations, for the same plan

generosity and underlying ⁄i, we observe a higher median level of spending among small group

switchers.

For risk aversion, we find the estimated CARA coe�cient is 6.8◊10≠4 for the individual market

and 2.7 ◊ 10≠3 for the sample of switchers. In gamble terms, our estimate implies that a household

would be indi�erent between receiving $0 and a 50-50 gamble in which it earns $100 or loses

$99.32 (for the individual market) or $97.40 (for switchers). The slightly higher risk aversion in the

switcher sample reflects a pattern in the data in which, conditional on underlying non-discretionary

health spending needs, ⁄i, we observe a higher share of switchers choosing more generous plans,

such as gold plans, than do individual market households. This share is even higher than would

be implied by selection on their higher moral hazard.32 We report this di�erence in plan choices in

Appendix Figure A4. Overall, our estimated magnitudes for both moral hazard and risk aversion

are in line with estimates in the previous literature (Handel, 2013; Einav et al., 2013; Marone and

Sabety, 2022; Ho and Lee, 2020).

Finally, we report estimates from an additional version of demand in the small group market.

Under the assumption that consumers’ true preferences can be recovered from the forced switcher

sample, we can compare (a) the choices that we predict employees would make with the freedom

to choose any plan with (b) the employer’s observed choice. Using a discrete choice framework,

described in Appendix D.2, we estimate the fees an employee would have to pay to deviate from

the plan choice of their employer. We report these fees in Appendix Table A6. We estimate the fees

to be positive and large—between $97 and $109 per household per year on average—for non-silver

plans, suggesting that employers choose silver plans at a greater frequency than households would

prefer if choosing independently. In our counterfactual analyses, we compute pre-integration small

group consumer surplus both with and without these fees.

32More precisely, when we condition on ⁄i, both selection on moral hazard and risk aversion can explain the greater
preference for more generous plans. However, moral hazard also enters the portion of the likelihood that matches
observed to predicted spending, as described above.
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7.2 Cost estimates

Table 6 contains the estimates of the premium setting equation, Equation 6.6, for the sample

of individual insurance plans. Columns 1 and 2 summarize the OLS regression of predicted plan

premium revenues on predicted medical claims costs, both with and without payer-year fixed e�ects.

Payer-year fixed e�ects act as our proxy for administrative costs. In Column 3 we report an

instrumental variables specification in which we instrument for predicted claims costs using the

number of plans in the market and the fraction of households in the market who are subsidized.

In section 6, we described how our estimated coe�cient on claims costs in the premium setting

equation allows us to capture risk-related transfers that insurers either pay to or receive from

government programs, particularly the risk corridors and reinsurance programs. If the coe�cient

exceeds one, our estimates also capture a plan-level markup the carrier adds to its premiums

above its total health spending. Our estimated coe�cient on claims costs in all three specifications

lies between 0.73 and 0.75 and is highly statistically significant. In words, approximately 75% of

claims costs are passed through to premiums in the individual market. This pass-through rate

suggests that, after accounting for cost-sharing subsidies, additional risk-related transfers make up

the balance. If there is a plan markup, it is more than o�set by these factors.

In Column 4, we run a specification that replaces the payer-year fixed e�ects with an alternative

proxy for administrative costs. Here, we employ measures of lagged plan administrative costs and

year fixed e�ects to capture plan-level administrative costs. We instrument for both predicted

claims costs and administrative costs. The coe�cient on claims falls to 0.55 and the coe�cient on

administrative costs is 0.62; both are statistically significant. We view this specification as a useful

sanity check on our estimates that exploit fixed e�ects only. However, since we do not observe

administrative costs for every carrier in the data, we use column (3) as the main specification for

our counterfactual analyses.

7.3 Model fit

Finally, we test the fit of our model using a hold-out sample. We re-estimate our model on an 80%

random sample of individual market households. Using these estimates, we predict the plan choices
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and spending levels of the remaining 20% of households and compare them to the observed levels.

We report this comparison in Appendix Table A9. Our estimated shares line up well with the

observed shares by metal tier, albeit with a slightly larger predicted share for the outside option of

56% vs. 49% in the hold-out sample. Correcting for outliers, our model prediction also matches the

observed health spending pattern by plan generosity. We predict slightly higher average monthly

spending per plan in part because, as noted above, we over-predict the share of healthy consumers

who choose to be uninsured.

8 Policy Discussion

We conduct three successive counterfactual simulations that use our estimated model to evaluate

the costs and benefits of pooling households across market segments. Our goal is to approximate

new federal regulations that allow employers to o�er tax-advantaged reimbursement accounts that

employees can use to pay for medical expenses and individual insurance premiums. We provide

more details of the regulation of these accounts, known as Individual Coverage Health Reimburse-

ment Arrangements (ICHRAs), in Appendix A. In short, small group employers no longer o�er a

traditional group insurance option. Instead, they provide funds for employees to purchase coverage

individually through a health insurance marketplace.

8.1 Simulation approach

Under each counterfactual environment, we predict changes in equilibrium insurance participation,

plan and metal-tier level market shares, and the premiums consumers pay and insurers collect as

revenue. We do so using the population of enrollees in Oregon in the year 2016, two years after

the regulation of both the small group and individual insurance markets under the ACA. We use

the full sample of small group enrollees for our simulation; in our estimation, we relied on the

preferences of small group households forced to switch out of group coverage.33

33In our data, we cannot identify households who are o�ered a small group plan but choose not to enroll. Thus, in
our simulation analysis we can only include employees who opted for small group coverage.
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To conduct the counterfactual simulations, we need a method to determine equilibrium premi-

ums as the enrolled population changes. Starting with the assumption of a perfectly competitive

individual insurance market, Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017) provide an algorithm to compute this

equilibrium. We describe the algorithm in detail in Appendix F. In brief, we assume consumers

have the same choice of carriers, metal tiers, and plan types as in the observed market. Follow-

ing Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017), we augment our pool of households with a mass of ‘behavioral

consumers’ who incur zero covered health costs and choose each available contract with equal prob-

ability; the inclusion of these behavioral types ensures that all contracts are traded.34 We then

apply a fixed point algorithm in which, in each iteration, consumers choose contracts according

to their preferences, taking prices as given. Prices are adjusted up for unprofitable contracts and

down for profitable contracts until we reach an equilibrium. In later policy simulations, we apply

the same methodology but with fixed markups above zero.

8.2 Counterfactual Results

Our baseline counterfactual results appear in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 summarizes predicted con-

sumer surplus and market shares by metal tier for each scenario while Table 8 reports equilibrium

premiums.35 We report two measures of equilibrium premiums. The standardized gross premium

equals a weighted average of the premium that a single 40-year-old adult would face in each region

for each plan, weighted by the empirical plan-region market shares. The net premiums represent the

average premiums that households face after subtracting government subsidies and after accounting

for the distribution of choices by age, family size, and region. We distinguish market outcomes from

the perspective of individual market enrollees as of 2016 (Panel A) and the perspective of small

group enrollees (Panel B) who must shift to individual insurance under the new market designs.

Simulated market outcomes. Before turning to our alternative market design counterfactuals,

we simulate market outcomes for the individual market under current conditions. Column (1) of

34Our reported simulations assume 1% of the sample are behavioral types. Increasing this share to 5% has very little
e�ect on the results.

35Appendix F.3 describes the bootstrap procedure we use to compute standard errors for our counterfactual simula-
tions.
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Tables 7 and 8 presents these in-sample predictions. We find that adverse selection severely a�ects

the market for gold-tier plans. On average, a 40-year old single buyer of a gold plan faces premiums

of $685 per month. Only 7% of households purchase these plans.36 We find the average consumer

surplus in the individual market is $234 per month for the set of households for which the measure

is defined, excluding outlier households with large health spending.37

Removing small group employer coverage. When we act as a regulator and eliminate small

group employer coverage—in e�ect pooling the small group and individual markets—we predict

some reduction in adverse selection for the individual market. In addition, both the government

and employers experience savings in this environment.

These e�ects reflect the low non-discretionary spending among small group employees. Some

of these households may choose generous coverage, particularly if they are eligible for government

cost-sharing or premium subsidies that exceed the subsidies in their employer plans. However, our

estimated preferences also suggest healthier small group households will choose to be uninsured

when forced to pool. We estimate that 61% of small group households will exit coverage; those

exiting have expected non-discretionary spending of $240/month versus $671/month for insured

households.

Because the healthiest small group consumers choose to become uninsured, we find relatively

modest benefits from pooling for individual market households. While premiums of gold plans in

particular fall to $458 per month for the standardized individual market enrollee, Tables 7 and 8

show that market shares and premiums for other tiers experience only small changes. Overall, the

changes to market prices and participation generate an average surplus gain of $18 per month for

an individual market household.

For households who shift from employer coverage to the individual market, the new market

design o�ers both benefits and costs. These households lose large tax subsidies and employer

36The predicted mean gold premium is di�erent from the raw data summarized in Table 2 for two reasons. First,
Table 2 covers the years 2014-2016 while our simulations consider only 2016. Second, in our equilibrium we do not
allow insurance plans to experience losses net of risk-related transfers, leading to higher predicted premium levels.

37Consumer surplus is defined for the set of households where – > Â. We exclude the top 5% of households with
the highest expected non-discretionary spending. If we include these households, average consumer surplus would
equal $737 per month.
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contributions toward premium payments. Further, households with a high willingness to pay for

insurance enter into a market which su�ers from adverse selection. On the other hand, small group

market households gain federal premium subsidies, access insurance premiums that are not subject

to the markups present in the current small group market, and can choose to be uninsured. At

least in Oregon in the time period of our sample, the size of the choice set is not a key driver of

surplus changes. The number of carriers o�ering plans in the small group and individual markets

at baseline are similar—an average of 8 vs. 7 carriers, respectively, in the urban regions. For this

population, we find that gross premiums for bronze and silver plans are lower in the merged market

than in the former small group market. Bronze and silver plan standardized gross premiums fall

by $77 and $113 per month, respectively. Premiums for gold plans, however, are $50 larger in the

merged market.38 For the average household, our baseline model suggests the gains from the new

market design outweigh its costs. Consumer surplus for small group market households increases

by $218 from the baseline estimate. In our second specification, which we outline in Section 6.4, we

allow for fees in the small group market before pooling. This version necessarily generates a larger

consumer surplus change for small group enrollees, here equal to $311.

Government expenditures on insurance coverage for small group employees are significantly

lower in the merged counterfactual market than under current market conditions. Under employer

coverage, premiums are tax-exempt. Thus, we measure government expenditures for a household

as the household’s average tax rate multiplied by the observed premium of its chosen plan. In the

individual market, government expenditures for a household equal expected premium subsidies.

We find that government expenditures for small group employees decrease from $124 per month

per household under employer coverage to $71 in the merged market. Part of this decrease reflects

the prediction that a meaningful portion of small group households choose to be uninsured in the

pooled environment.

Employers also see substantial savings from the removal of group coverage. Under the assump-

tion that employers contribute 65% of (post-tax) premium costs, the average share reported in

38The average gross premiums for a standardized 40-year-old enrollee are not equal in the small group and individual
markets in column 2 of Table 8. The slight di�erences reflect di�erent weighting in the two populations. In
particular, the small group and individual market enrollment populations di�er in (a) their carrier and plan type
choices within metal tier and (b) their distribution across regions.
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national employer surveys, we find that small employers spend an average of $278 per employee

per month on health coverage. In the counterfactual scenario, we fix the contribution at $0. Under

that assumption, the counterfactual would yield approximately $419 million in yearly savings for

small employers in this sample. However, in practice, wages would likely adjust to this change

in employer spending. In part for this reason, in later counterfactuals we hold the employer’s

per-employee contributions fixed.

Extending ICHRA coverage. We next simulate the e�ect of allowing small group employees

to purchase insurance on the individual market using tax-exempt dollars that are partly subsidized

by employers. We find that this extended ICHRA coverage for small employers mitigates adverse

selection among gold tier plans in the individual market. In the merged market, 15% of small group

employee households choose gold plans. Households enrolled in the individual market prior to the

ICHRA extension see their average standardized gross premium for gold plans drop from $685 to

$354 per month. The share of these households choosing gold plans increases to 11%.

In terms of consumer surplus, we find that merging the two markets under an ICHRA policy

improves welfare. Individual market households, on average, see consumer surplus increase by $28

per month. For small group employees, average gross premiums fall in all three metal tiers, and

employees frequently forego insurance coverage when pooled, as they did in the previous counterfac-

tual. Using our baseline model we find that small group consumer surplus increases substantially,

with average gains of $263 per month, given the added choice to exit coverage.

Finally, we explore how the ICHRA policy change may a�ect government expenditures. Inte-

grating small group enrollees leads to lower predicted premiums in all metal tiers in the individual

market, and thus lower government subsidy levels.

Under current ICHRA regulations, small group households are not eligible for government subsi-

dies in the individual market but benefit from a tax exclusion for (a) their employer’s contributions

to the ICHRA account and (b) their spending on health insurance premiums over the level of the

employer’s contributions.39 Thus, both before and after integration, the total premium paid is tax
39As we describe in Appendix A, employees with ICHRA accounts can use pre-tax dollars for insurance premiums or

medical spending above the employer’s contributions to the account. In such a case, they would transfer a portion
of their salary to an employer’s cafeteria plan and pay for their health spending with these funds.
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deductible. We assume the employer holds fixed their expenditures per insured employee after inte-

gration. That is, if the employer contributed $500/month before integration, and post-integration

the premium falls below $500, we assume the employer will continue to fund the employee’s ICHRA

account at $500, covering some out-of-pocket medical expenses as well as premiums. Our value

of tax expenditures thus accounts for the total contribution to ICHRA accounts as well as any

additional tax-exempt wage dollars an employee spends on premiums above the ICHRA level. In

Table 7, we find government expenditure falls $35 or 28% for small group households with an

ICHRA account. Here, the savings come from pre-merger households for whom tax-exempt pre-

mium payments exceeded the employer contribution and were paid by employees directly using

pre-tax cafeteria plans. When premiums fall, the tax expenditure on these amounts falls.

We caution that some of the welfare gains we find for small group households arise when a

fraction of these households choose uninsurance. Households that choose to be uninsured are

healthier than the typical pool but nonetheless have spending needs; we predict non-discretionary

spending of $358/month for those exiting coverage. If households underestimated the future cost

of uninsurance, our revealed preference framework would also omit this cost. As a comparison,

in our final counterfactual simulation, we quantify the welfare changes when small employers o�er

ICHRA accounts and employees face a mandate for coverage.

Extending ICHRA coverage with mandatory enrollment. The final column of Tables 7

and 8 adds an employer coverage mandate to our simulated environment with ICHRA accounts.

We now assume that small employers can induce all previously insured employees to choose to

be insured, whether through influence or directive, even after shifting coverage elections to the

individual marketplace. In this setting, we find that pooling the small group and individual market

households further mitigates the adverse selection problem among gold-tier plans. For individual

market households, the average standardized gross premium for gold plans drops from $685 to $276

per month; the share of households choosing gold plans increases to 14%. Small group employee

households, now denied the opportunity to choose uninsurance, frequently choose silver (35%) or

gold plans (36%) under the lower equilibrium prices.
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These new equilibrium premiums and plan choices generate a larger improvement in consumer

surplus for individual market households—an increase of $44 per month. Our baseline measure of

small group consumer surplus rises as well, by an average of $57 per month. However, small group

consumer surplus gains are significantly smaller than in alternative counterfactuals because some

households prefer to be uninsured. In terms of government expenditure, spending on subsidies for

individual market enrollees again falls, now by 22% or $15/month. Among small group households,

government expenditure falls by $37/month.

Who wins and who loses? While our third counterfactual generates overall surplus gains for

both individual market and small group enrollees, it may not make all consumers better o�. We

now explore the distributional consequences of pooling, quantifying how pooling a�ects households

that di�er in their underlying health needs and income.

We report our baseline surplus measures, assuming zero insurer markups post-pooling, in the

first two columns of Appendix Table A8. In the individual market, we find the biggest surplus

gains accrue to the sickest households: households in the first vs. fourth quartile of health severity

see a surplus gain from pooling of $32/month vs. a gain of $84/month. For small group enrollees,

households gain at all health levels because of the lower premiums, but the sickest households

see smaller gains. Three factors explain this di�erential by sickness level. First, when pooling,

sicker small group households lose access to the most comprehensive platinum plans, which are

not available in the individual market. Second, when in a small group, sicker households benefit

because their premiums reflect, in part, the health of their co-workers; in the individual market, their

premiums are decoupled from group members and reflect only indirectly the broader population

in the market. Finally, sicker households are more likely to choose gold plans, which face adverse

selection in the individual market. As shown in Table 8, the percentage decline in premiums for

gold plans is smaller than the decline for other metal tiers.

Surplus changes correlate with income in a similar way. The highest income households in the

individual market tend to choose more comprehensive plans and receive no government subsidies,

and thus benefit more from the reduction in equilibrium premiums after pooling. In the small
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group market, the richest consumers choose more comprehensive plans and thus benefit the least

from pooling.

Finally, we compare surplus levels across households in an environment in which individual

market insurers respond to pooling by adding a markup of 25%. As we report in the third and

fourth columns of Appendix Table A8, the sickest small group consumers and those in highest

income brackets now lose surplus when the markets are pooled. For the more comprehensive

plans these households choose, the pooled premiums approach the premium levels the households

faced in the pre-pooling small group market. Combining this smaller gap with both the loss of

platinum plans and the decoupling from healthier households within a specific small group, the

sicker households and those households seeking more comprehensive plans lose surplus.

9 When is Pooling Beneficial?

Our counterfactual simulations assess the impact of pooling markets using the preferences of con-

sumers in Oregon in 2015-16 and the insurer conduct we observe in the same period. In this section

we develop a broader policy analysis, investigating the e�ect of (a) changing the characteristics of

the consumer population—including their moral hazard, risk aversion and sickness severity—and

(b) changing insurer conduct. While we stay within the neighborhood of the data so that our mod-

eling assumptions likely remain valid, our goal is to assess the robustness of our results to changes

in market conditions and to quantify the trade-o�s from pooling in di�erent environments.

9.1 Varying consumer characteristics

We start by considering how the value of pooling may depend on household characteristics. Panels

A and B of Figure 5 illustrate how consumer surplus among individual market and small group

households, respectively, change with the underlying health state of the two populations. On each

figure, horizontal and vertical lines denote the average level of non-discretionary spending in our

baseline population, with their intersection reflecting the baseline surplus gains from pooling.

Perhaps not surprisingly, we see individual market households gain more from pooling when

the small group population is healthier and/or the individual market population is sicker. From
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the perspective of small group households, the gain in surplus is higher when the small group is

healthier. In addition, in the counterfactuals we show a point at which individual market and

small group households have the same spending needs. We emphasize that at that point in the

figure, the consumer surplus gains for both populations remain positive and economically signif-

icant. This finding highlights the importance of modeling demand, including both moral hazard

and risk aversion, rather than looking only at spending. Small group households prefer more com-

prehensive plans even when their non-discretionary spending needs are equal to or below the level

of individual market households. As a consequence, pooling similarly sick or even slightly sicker

small group households with individual market consumers could lower plan-level adverse selection

in comprehensive plans. We find that individual market households begin to lose surplus under

pooling only when small group households have average spending that is more than 1.3 times the

level of individual market households.

Figure 6 illustrates the role of moral hazard in the change in surplus from pooling. We see that

the change in individual market household surplus from pooling grows when small group households

have lower moral hazard. Fixing the small group moral hazard, individual market households gain

more from pooling when they themselves exhibit higher moral hazard: pooling with lower spending

small group households brings down equilibrium premiums for plans that the higher spending

individual market households select. For small group households, their gains from pooling are

higher when individual market households exhibit lower moral hazard. They also benefit less from

pooling when their own moral hazard is higher, because pooling will not generate as substantial a

saving in premiums.

On risk aversion, we find relatively smaller e�ects on surplus. All else equal, increasing the

small group consumers risk aversion, within the range of estimates found in the empirical literature

(Marone and Sabety, 2022), generates larger individual market consumer surplus gains. Changing

the small group risk aversion in a small range from a gamble of $99.5 to a more risk averse gamble

of $97.5, individual market households gain $0.11/month more from pooling. The added gains arise

because healthier households choose more comprehensive plans when risk averse, leading to lower

premiums for these plans in equilibrium.
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9.2 Varying insurer conduct

Next, we consider a scenario in which insurers respond to pooling by charging positive markups

in the pooled environment. We allow plan-by-plan markups that range from 0% to 25%. The

25% level approximates the maximum allowable medical markup under medical loss ratio (MLR)

regulation.40 We conduct the exercise under our third counterfactual in which small employers

contribute to ICHRA accounts and employees must purchase at least bronze-level coverage.

To determine equilibrium premiums in this counterfactual environment, we apply a modified

version of the algorithm from Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017) but now include a fixed markup by

plan; the markup is fixed in that it does not vary with the equilibrium outcome.41 In addition,

our assumption of fixed markups per plan does not allow cross-subsidization of plans within an

insurer—e.g. an insurer cannot subsidize an unprofitable gold plan with a profitable bronze plan.

As discussed in Azevedo and Gottlieb (2017), one can micro-found this restriction with a strategic

model of di�erentiated products. If an insurer taxes one plan to subsidize another, it risks being

undercut on the taxed plan and only selling the money-losing option.

Changes in surplus for individual market consumers The e�ect of markups alone is simple:

when premiums increase due to markups, the level of consumer surplus for individual market

households falls. To quantify the overall surplus change from both pooling and markups, we design

our measurement exercise to determine the level of markup at which the surplus gain from pooling

with healthier enrollees equals the loss from higher premiums due to markups.

In Table 9, we report the equilibrium premiums that result from pooling under a range of

markups. We start with the 0% markup case, which repeats the findings of our main analysis: when

small employers o�er ICHRA policies with a coverage mandate, the standardized premiums for all

40Under MLR rules, in each market segment carriers report the sum of the total costs of their enrollees’ clinical care
with the costs of any quality improvements programs they conduct. Call this total cost C. The MLR constraint
requires that at least 80% of premium dollars, p, collected in a market segment must contribute to paying these
costs. Thus, when binding, the constraint implies 0.8 ú p = C or equivalently p = 1.25 ú C. In our implementation,
we deviate from the exact MLR criterion in that we mark up premiums 25% over total realized costs, which include
administrative costs. We define premiums net of risk adjustment payments.

41An alternative to our approach would be to apply the best-response iteration algorithm of Hastings et al. (2017).
With this alternative, we could allow markups to vary with the elasticities of the enrolled population. This approach,
however, would require modification to incorporate the MLR constraint on premium setting in the individual market.
Our fixed markup of 25% approximates an equilibrium in which the MLR constraint binds on all insurers.
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plan types fall with pooling, generating an average gain of $44 in surplus for individual market

households. When we allow positive markups in the post-integration environment, equilibrium

premiums increase relative to the competitive pooled environment. However, the pooled premiums

with markups may still be lower than in the baseline environment with neither pooling nor markups.

In fact we find that bronze and silver plan premiums exceed the initial equilibrium level under 25%

markups but not 10% markups. Gold plan premiums, in contrast, remain lower under any markup.

We translate these changes in equilibrium premiums into changes in average consumer surplus.

Relative to the surplus gain of $44 for individual market households in the competitive setting,

adding 10% markups lowers the gain from pooling to $32 in surplus. With 25% markups, individual

market households gain an average of $18 from pooling. That is, the cost of even the maximal

markup fails to outweigh the benefit of adding healthier enrollees in our sample. We illustrate this

result graphically in Figure 7. Under any post-pooling markup shown on the x-axis, the surplus

change remains strictly positive.

How much might these results change if we considered markets or time periods where insurer

markups in the individual market exceed 0% before pooling? This can only increase the benefits

to individual market enrollees from pooling, whatever our assumption about insurer conduct after

pooling. Figure 7 includes a line plot reflecting larger surplus changes in an individual market

with 10% markups before pooling. In short, the decrease in premiums from subsuming a healthier

population are large enough to compensate for even the maximal post-pooling markup given any

non-negative pre-pooling markup.

Changes in surplus for small group consumers For households formerly insured directly in

the small group market, switching to an ICHRA account with a mandate to buy an individual plan

generated a $57 gain for the average household with no markups in the pooled environment. Ex-

amining the e�ect of positive post-pooling markups helps us understand the di�erent sources of the

original welfare gains. First, small group households no longer face ‘tiered composite’ community

rated premiums in the pooled market. Eliminating composite rating can explain $8 of the di�erence

in surplus. Second, premiums in the small group market exceed those in the individual market for

the same coverage level, reflecting higher markups over medical costs, either because of weaker
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competitive e�ects or because of higher administrative costs, notably in the form of brokers’ fees.

The Kaiser Family Foundation (2020) reports a $9.88 per-member per-month di�erential between

broker fees in the small group and individual insurance markets in Oregon in 2016.42

With ICHRA accounts, we find small group households gain surplus from pooling even when

there are strictly positive markups in the pooled individual market. Relative to the baseline gain of

$57 in surplus, if we layer on markups of 10% and 25% in the individual market, the gain in surplus

to small group consumers falls to $45 and $28, respectively. The gains remain in part because lower

administrative costs in the individual market can translate into lower premiums. Given the average

household size of 1.54 members in the small group in 2016, the di�erential in average broker fees

alone can explain $15.20 of the surplus gains.

Government Expenditures Finally, in Table 9, we also explore how the ICHRA policy change

may a�ect government expenditures under various post-pooling markups. Under this policy, pool-

ing small group enrollees leads to lower premiums in all metal tiers in the individual market, and

thus lower subsidy levels. Even with the maximum post-integration markup allowed, government

expenditure on the individual market is still below baseline by $8 per month or 12%. Government

tax expenditure on small group enrollees falls from $124 to $106 with the maximal markup, as

realized premiums on average still fall below the pre-pooling small group market environment. As

a result, fewer employees pay premiums above their employer’s contribution, reducing tax expen-

ditures.

10 Conclusion

We assess the impact of segmentation on market outcomes in US health insurance. We focus on

an ideal laboratory to study the e�ect of segmentation: the division between individual market

coverage through insurance marketplaces and employer coverage in the small group market. Our

analysis highlights two economic mechanisms at work. First, following a standard adverse selection

42The reported levels of per-member per-month (PMPM) broker fees vary by insurance carrier and plan year. In
data reported by the Kaiser Family Foundation for Oregon in 2016, broker fees in the individual market equaled
$9.82 PMPM and $19.70 PMPM in the small group market.
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analysis, we can compare the welfare gains and losses from pooling as a function of the relative

costliness and preferences of the households in the two segments. Second, we can consider the

welfare costs of agency in the employer market. The employer’s choice of coverage on behalf of its

employees, and the role of broker intermediaries in that choice, can generate higher markups in the

segment.

Our counterfactual analyses identify particular market pooling policies that can improve welfare

for households in both market segments. Removing small group coverage would prompt many small

group employees to choose to be uninsured, with relatively small changes to market conditions in the

individual market. Employer and government savings, however, would be large. Our more policy-

relevant simulations explore the e�ect of extending the ICHRA rule, where employers contribute

funds toward plans purchased on the individual market. We show that this change would mitigate

severe adverse selection in the individual market. Market pooling would also benefit small group

households and would reduce government spending.

Why do small group households benefit from pooling with sicker individual market households?

In our analysis, small group members avoid higher markups in their segment by shifting to individual

insurance. We show that one driver of these markups is higher administrative costs in the form of

brokers’ fees. In addition, we illustrate that in Oregon in 2016, even if insurers responded to pooling

in the individual market by marking up premiums, individual market and small group households

would still prefer pooling for a range of feasible markups.

While our measurement focuses specifically on the small group and individual market segments

in Oregon, the tools we develop can apply more broadly. For example, the di�erential in premiums

between the small group and individual markets in other states suggests that a similar motivation

for pooling may exist in those locations. One could also use our framework to study related policies,

such as expanding eligibility for Medicare to populations younger than 65 years old (Rae et al.,

2021). We emphasize that the extent of the welfare change from such pooling depends not only on

the di�erential in health spending, but also on household preferences and markups in each insurance

segment.
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11 Tables and Figures

Table 1: Summary statistics on demographics variables

Individual Market Small-Group Market
Variable Mean S.D. Median Mean S.D. Median
Single-membered 0.70 0.75
Married, no dependent 0.14 0.08
Not married, with dependent(s) 0.07 0.07
Married, with dependent(s) 0.09 0.10
Number of dependents 1.93 1.09 2.00 2.21 1.25 2.00
HH health severity score 1.39 2.44 0.62 1.25 2.20 0.60
Income (share of FPL) 2.46 0.29 2.47 2.38 0.29 2.35
Age 46.96 11.75 48.00 42.62 11.28 42.00
Over-50 0.42 0.28
Living in rating areas 1, 2, or 3 0.69 0.78
Number of

unique HHs 354,366 218,827
HH-year observations 512,515 383,036

Note: This table presents demographic summary statistics on the population of households in Oregon choosing insurance plans
in both the individual and small group markets in years 2014-2016. We compute the household severity score as the sum
of health status scores for members of a household, where we predict each member’s health using the Johns Hopkins’ ACG
software. We calculate the number of dependents for the subset of households who have dependents. Rating areas 1-3 include
the urban areas of Portland, Eugene, and Salem, respectively. Rating areas 4-7 include largely rural areas of the state. We
divide income by the federal poverty line (FPL) in a given year.
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Table 2: Summary statistics on insurance variables

Individual Market Small-Group Market
Variable Mean S.D. Median Mean S.D. Median
Spending = 0

Overall 0.30 0.32
Bronze plans 0.46 0.43
Silver plans 0.24 0.34
Gold plans 0.13 0.25

HH spending (if nonzero)
Overall 591 1,431 127 524 1,293 127
Bronze plans 388 1,196 67 461 1,283 93
Silver plans 571 1,394 132 488 1,260 115
Gold plans 932 1,752 273 586 1,333 158

Monthly HH premiums
Overall 364 248 280 432 275 317
Bronze plans 294 215 216 333 206 251
Silver plans 360 225 279 408 249 297
Gold plans 533 314 428 504 313 360

Market shares
Bronze plans 0.30 0.14
Silver plans 0.55 0.50
Gold plans 0.14 0.36

Number of insurers active
in rating areas 1-3 (mean) 7.0 8.0
in rating areas 4-7 (mean) 6.5 7.3
Number of

unique HHs 315,150 73,583
HH-year observations 444,255 105,984

Note: This table presents insurance summary statistics on the population of households in Oregon choosing insurance plans in
both the individual and small group markets in years 2014-2016. In both markets, we omit households who choose grandfathered
plans, catastrophic plans, platinum plans, or plans that are not observed in the SERFF data. We exclude 16,641 household-year
observations from the small group sample for having a platinum plan. Our monthly spending variable includes all medical costs
covered under the insurance plan but omits patient out-of-pocket expenses. Household premiums in the individual market
reflect gross premiums by plan. Small group premiums reflect the gross premiums paid by the employer per household; the
household’s tax subsidy or employer subsidy are not included in the statistics shown.
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Table 3: Main parameter estimates

Main Switchers
(1) (2) (1) (2)

–
Low HH health severity score [0/1] -0.156 -0.190 0.208 0.185

(0.002) (0.002) (0.016) (0.016)
HH health severity score -0.474 -0.451 -0.440 -0.426

(0.000) (0.000) (0.004) (0.004)
Dependents [0/1] -0.367 -0.356 -0.441 -0.426

(0.001) (0.001) (0.012) (0.012)
Over-50 [0/1] -0.796 -0.785 -0.675 -0.661

(0.001) (0.001) (0.010) (0.011)
Ê

Constant -2.187 -1.504 -1.505 -1.154
(0.010) (0.006) (0.069) (0.053)

Â
Constant -2.686 -2.558 -1.321 -1.288

(0.012) (0.010) (0.025) (0.024)
—0

Payer fixed-e�ects
Subsidized silver plan [0/1] 0.456 0.448 0.795 0.781

(0.004) (0.004) (0.037) (0.037)
c $20 $50 $20 $50
Number of

HH-year observations 1,044,742 14,426
insured HH-year observations 444,255 5,184

Note: This table reports the maximum likelihood estimates from the demand specification in Equation 6.4. Columns under
“Main” contain estimates from the population of individual market subscribers in the years 2014-2016. Columns under “Switch-
ers” contain estimates from the sample of tracked households that we observe switching away from the small group market after
years 2014 and 2015. As described in Section 6.1, we define the switcher population as households belonging to small groups
that exited the insurance market in the prior year. For each sample, we run two specifications, defined by the cost-censoring
threshold c: in (1) c = $20 and in (2) c = 50. Low household health severity score [0/1] is an indicator equal to one if a
household’s health severity score is below the 30th percentile of the distribution of scores. We compute the household severity
score as the sum of health status scores for members of a household, where we predict each member’s score using the Johns
Hopkins’ ACG software. Dependents [0/1] is an indicator equal to one if there is a dependent in the household. Over-50 [0/1]
is an indicator equal to one if the primary subscriber is older than age 50. Subsidized silver plan [0/1] is an indicator equal to
one if the relevant insurance plan is a silver plan and the household’s purchase is subsidized through cost-sharing subsidies.
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Table 4: Derived estimates: non-discretionary spending

Individual Small-Group
Household type Mean S.D. Share Mean S.D. Share
E[⁄i]

Overall 5.47 13.88 4.19 11.72
No dependent, under-50 2.52 7.99 0.46 1.75 5.66 0.59
With dependent(s), under-50 6.18 13.90 0.12 7.11 15.18 0.13
No dependent, over-50 7.98 17.11 0.38 6.54 14.87 0.24
With dependent(s), over-50 13.59 22.27 0.04 16.19 23.98 0.04

N 512,515 383,036

Note: This table describes the distribution of E[⁄i] as implied by the maximum likelihood estimates in Table 3 separately for
the individual and small group markets. The ‘overall’ row reports the expected underlying health costs across the full sample,
using household level covariates in our specification of the parameters of the exponential distribution for ⁄i. In the subsequent
rows, we break down the sample by household type and compute E[⁄i] within type. We also report the share of the sample
that each household type represents.
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Table 5: Derived estimates: moral hazard and risk aversion

Main Switchers
(1) (2) (1) (2)

Êi

Constant 0.112 0.222 0.222 0.315
(0.001) (0.001) (0.015) (0.017)

Âi

Constant 0.068 0.077 0.267 0.276
(0.001) (0.001) (0.007) (0.007)

Loss interpretation of Âi

Constant 99.323 99.232 97.401 97.316
(0.008) (0.008) (0.063) (0.063)

c $20 $50 $20 $50
N 512,515 383,036

Note: This table reports the derived moral hazard and risk aversion parameters implied by the maximum likelihood estimates in
Table 3. Columns under “Main” denote estimates from the population of individual market subscribers in the years 2014-2016.
Columns under “Switchers” denotes estimates from the sample of tracked households that we observe switching away from the
small group market after years 2014 and 2015. As described in Section 6.1, we define the switcher population as households
belonging to small groups that exited the insurance market in the prior year. For each sample, we run two specifications,
defined by the cost-censoring threshold c: in (1) c = $20 and in (2) c = 50. Êi is the multiplicative moral hazard parameter.
Âi is the CARA risk aversion parameter. We also report risk aversion using the loss interpretation: we compare the utility of
(a) a 50/50 gamble between losing X dollars and gaining $100 with (b) the certainty equivalent utility of $0. We report X in
the table in dollars.
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Table 6: Premium-setting equation

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Medical costs 0.745 0.737 0.733 0.547

(0.026) (0.027) (0.024) (0.054)
Administrative costs (t-1) 0.617

(0.166)
Year FEs
Payer-Year FEs
N 240 238 238 186
Â
1st-stage F-stat 18.329 4.948
R2 0.976 0.983 0.983 0.975

Note: This table contains the estimates of our premium setting model across payer-metal tier insurance o�erings. A market
is defined as a calendar year and rating area combination. The model’s predicted total monthly premiums and costs are in
100s of dollars. Column 1 presents an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of premium on cost. Column 2 presents an
OLS regression of premium on cost and includes payer-year fixed e�ects. Column 3 presents a two-stage least squares (2SLS)
regression where the instrumented variable is a plan’s predicted cost and the instruments are the number of plans in the same
market and the fraction of households in the market who are subsidized. Column 3 also includes payer-year fixed e�ects.
Column 4 presents a 2SLS where the instrumented variables are a plan’s predicted cost as well as its predicted administrative
costs from the previous year and the instruments are: the number of plans in the same market; the fraction of households in
the market who are subsidized; the prior two variables for the same plan in the previous year; the total number of subscribers
of the carrier’s plans in other states; and, the total number of subscribers of the carrier’s plans in the individual market in other
states. Column 4 also includes year fixed e�ects. Appendix B describes the construction of a plan’s predicted administrative
costs.
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Table 7: Counterfactual results: outcomes

Panel A: Individual market
(N = 178,157)

Close Extended Mandated
Counterfactual: Base Small Group ICHRA insurance
Welfare

Consumer surplus, change from base 0 18 28 44
(0) (1) (2) (2)

Government expenditure 67 60 57 52
(0) (0) (0) (0)

Market shares
Uninsurance 56.5 54.4 53.1 50.7

(0.1) (0.2) (0.2) (0.3)
Bronze 16.6 16.1 15.9 15.6

(0.0) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1)
Silver 20.1 20.4 19.6 19.9

(0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1)
Gold 6.8 9.0 11.4 13.7

(0.1) (0.2) (0.3) (0.2)

Panel B: Small group market
(Base: N = 55,374; Merged: N = 125,527)

Welfare
Consumer surplus, change from base 0 218 263 57

( 0) (13) (11) ( 4)
Government expenditure 124 71 89 87

(0) (1) (1) (1)
Market shares

Uninsurance 0.0 61.2 53.9 0.0
(0.0) (0.5) (1.1) (0.0)

Bronze 13.7 9.7 13.8 28.4
(0.0) (0.2) (0.3) (0.4)

Silver 48.8 17.9 17.0 35.4
(0.0) (0.4) (0.4) (0.1)

Gold/Platinum 24.8 11.2 15.3 36.1
(0.0) (0.2) (0.5) (0.4)

Note: This table shows the e�ects of merging the individual and the small group markets in 2016 under di�erent counterfactual
scenarios. All reported numbers are averages over households and are reported at the monthly level. Small group “base” numbers
are calculated using observed choices and premiums. All other numbers are predicted using the counterfactual algorithm. To
account for outliers, consumer surplus is reported for the set of households where – ≠ Â > 0.05. In the small group market
“base” column, we omit households who choose grandfathered or other plans for which we do not observe premiums or metal
tier in the data. In the alternative counterfactuals, we can simulate premiums and metal tiers for all households, including
those omitted in the base category. We label this sample count the “merged N”. We compute standard errors using a bootstrap
procedure described in Appendix F.3. 56



Table 8: Counterfactual results: premiums

Panel A: Individual market
(N = 178,157)

Close Extended Mandated
Counterfactual: Base Small Group ICHRA insurance

Standardized gross premiums
Bronze 177 175 172 163

(1) (1) (1) (2)
Silver 219 205 208 195

(1) (2) (1) (2)
Gold 685 458 354 276

(10) (13) (10) ( 6)
Population net premiums

Bronze 226 227 224 215
(2) (2) (2) (2)

Silver 294 277 287 275
(2) (2) (2) (3)

Gold 1,379 838 631 485
(24) (27) (19) (12)

Panel B: Small group market
(Base: N = 55,374; Merged: N = 125,527)

Standardized gross premiums
Bronze 250 173 170 161

(0) (2) (1) (2)
Silver 312 199 200 186

(0) (2) (1) (2)
Gold 392 442 320 245

( 0) (15) (11) ( 6)
Population net premiums

Bronze 111 162 1 0
(0) (2) (0) (0)

Silver 136 197 8 3
(0) (3) (0) (0)

Gold 172 784 162 49
( 0) (33) (18) ( 6)

Note: This table shows the e�ects on premiums of merging the individual and the small group markets in 2016 under di�erent
counterfactual scenarios. All reported numbers are averages over households and are reported at the monthly level. Small group
“base” numbers are calculated using observed choices and premiums. All other numbers are predicted using the counterfactual
algorithm. In the small group market “base” column, we omit households who choose grandfathered or other plans for which we
do not observe premiums or metal tier in the data. In the alternative counterfactuals, we can simulate premiums and metal tiers
for all households, including those omitted in the base category. We label this sample count the “merged N”. Gross premiums
reflect standardized premiums for a 40-year old without subsidies. We average over these standardized premiums weighting
by plan choice probabilities. Population net premiums reflect the average premium faced by observed households accounting
for age adjustments and subsidies and weighting by plan choice probabilities. We compute standard errors using a bootstrap
procedure described in Appendix F.3.
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Table 9: Counterfactual results: varying markups

Panel A: Individual market
(N = 178,157)

Counterfactual: Base Mandated insurance
Markup: 0 0 10 25
Welfare

Consumer surplus, change from base 0 44 32 18
Government expenditure 67 52 55 59

Standardized gross premiums
Bronze 177 163 171 181
Silver 219 195 211 229
Gold 685 276 329 412

Panel B: Small group market
(Base: N = 55,374; Merged: N = 125,527)

Welfare
Consumer surplus, change from base 0 57 45 28
Government expenditure 124 87 94 106

Standardized gross premiums
Bronze 250 161 168 176
Silver 312 186 197 210
Gold 392 245 287 354

Note: This table shows the e�ects of varying a fixed markup parameter on counterfactual outcomes. All reported numbers are
averages over households and are reported at the monthly level. Small group “base” numbers are calculated using observed
choices and premiums. All other numbers are predicted using the counterfactual algorithm. To account for outliers, consumer
surplus is reported for the set of households where – ≠ Â > 0.05. In the small group market “base” column, we omit households
who choose grandfathered or other plans for which we do not observe premiums or metal tier in the data. In the alternative
counterfactuals, we can simulate premiums and metal tiers for all households, including those omitted in the base category. We
label this sample count the “merged N”. Gross premiums reflect standardized premiums for a 40-year old without subsidies for
each plan in the household’s choice set. We average over these standardized premiums weighting by plan choice probabilities.
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Panel A: Bronze
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Figure 1: Distribution of monthly medical costs
Note: This figure depicts the distribution of monthly medical cost across households. Panels A, B, and C are of subscribers
who purchased a bronze, silver, and gold plan, respectively. The graphs on the left and right show the cost distributions for
the year 2015 and 2016 respectively. For each histogram, a bar depicts the fraction of households who fall into that range of
costs across the sample. The bars on the far left depict the fraction of households with zero monthly medical cost. The bars
on the far right depict the fraction of households with an average of more than $1,000 of monthly medical costs. Interior bins
have equal width of $50 and start from $1. The lighter bars reflect households who choose plans in the individual market while
the darker bars reflect households in the small group market.
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Panel A: Bronze Panel B: Silver Panel C: Gold
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Figure 2: Base monthly premium
Note: This figure depicts the distribution of base premiums across payers. The figures from left to right show the distributions
for bronze, silver, and gold plans, respectively. For each panel, from left to right, each sub-panel is for the year 2014, 2015, and
2016 respectively. For each sub-panel, the box on the left is of plans in the individual market and the box on the right is of
plans in the small group market. We calculate the base premium for a payer as the average premium for a non-smoking single
40-year-old adult, where we take the average across all plans that households purchase from the payer.
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Panel A: Bronze Panel B: Silver Panel C: Gold
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Figure 3: Medical markup (total premiums over medical costs)
Note: This figure depicts the distribution of base medical markups across payers. The figures from left to right show the
distributions for bronze, silver, and gold plans respectively. For each panel, from left to right, each sub-panel is for the year
2014, 2015, and 2016, respectively. For each sub-panel, the box on the left is of plans in the individual market and the box
on the right is of plans in the small group market. We calculate the base premium for a payer as the average premium for a
non-smoking single 40-year-old adult, where we take the average across all plans that households purchase from the payer. We
calculate the medical markup as the ratio of a payer’s total premium revenue divided by the total medical cost the payer incurs.
This cost does not account for risk adjustment payments or other transfers to the insurer.
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Panel A: Unadjusted Panel B: Adjusted
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Figure 4: Insurer-level medical markup adjusted for government transfers
Note: This figure depicts the distribution of medical markups across payers. We calculate the medical markup as the ratio of
a payer’s total premium revenue divided by the total medical cost the payer incurs. In panel A, the total premium revenue is
not adjusted. In panel B, we adjust the total premium revenue to account for risk adjustment, risk corridor, and reinsurance
payments to the insurer. Our data on government transfers are at the insurer-year-market level. Thus, the unit of analysis in
this figure is the insurer-year.
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Panel A: Individual market Panel B: Small group market

Figure 5: Change in consumer surplus with expected non-discretionary spending
Note: This figure depicts the change in consumer surplus from pooling relative to the baseline when varying average non-
discretionary medical spending. The figure considers the counterfactual outcome of having extended ICHRA coverage and
mandated insurance. Panel A shows the change in surplus for individual market households while Panel B depicts the same
change for small group households. The change in consumer surplus is averaged over households and reported in dollars per
month. The dotted lines represent the baseline multiplier values for the small group on the y-axis and the individual market
on the x-axis (both of which equal one). The dot represents the point where expected non-discretionary medical spending
is equivalent in the individual and small group markets. To account for outliers, consumer surplus is reported for the set of
households where at baseline, – ≠ Â > 0.05; this approach keeps the number of households constant even when we lower the
medical spending multiplier.
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Panel A: Individual market Panel B: Small group market

Figure 6: Change in consumer surplus with moral hazard
Note: This figure depicts the change in consumer surplus from pooling relative to the baseline when we vary the moral hazard
parameter in the small group and individual market populations. The figure considers the counterfactual outcome of having
extended ICHRA coverage and mandated insurance. Panel A shows the change in surplus for individual market households
while Panel B depicts the same change for small group households. The change in consumer surplus is averaged over households
and reported in dollars per month. The dotted lines represent the baseline multiplicative moral hazard parameter values for
the small group on the y-axis and the individual market on the x-axis. To account for outliers, consumer surplus is reported
for the set of households where – ≠ Â > 0.05.
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Figure 7: Change in consumer surplus and markups
Note: This figure depicts the e�ects of varying a fixed markup parameter on the counterfactual change in surplus under
pooling. Change in consumer surplus is averaged over households and reported in dollars per month. The figure considers
the counterfactual outcome of having extended ICHRA coverage and mandated insurance. We include the cases where the
individual market has no baseline markup and a baseline markup of 25%. To account for outliers, consumer surplus is reported
for the set of households where –≠Â > 0.05. Small group baseline numbers are calculated using observed choices and premiums.
All other numbers are predicted using the counterfactual algorithm. In the small group market baseline, we omit households
who choose grandfathered or other plans for which we do not observe premiums or metal tier in the data. In the counterfactual,
we can simulate premiums and metal tiers for all households, including those omitted in the baseline.
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